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Executive Summary
Over the past several years, the world has been inundated with stories which, when connected,
describe an informal and disorganized race by many nations to establish a leadership position in
capturing the economic rewards from the pressing need to clean up the worldwide energy supply. At
the forefront of this race, is the competition to become the largest supplier of solar energy generation
products and services. Many governments around the world are actively incentivizing and creating
policy with the hope of constructing a competitive advantage within the solar industry. This thesis aims
to provide the decision maker with a novel, objective, and cross-disciplinary perspective on the solar
innovation system in the United States. The intention of this thesis is to encourage new ways of thinking
about the solar innovation system and to inspire new approaches to effectively support its growth. This
thesis presents recommendations to the decision maker at the Department of Energy (DOE) grounded in
the underlying dynamics of solar innovation and the DOE's capacity to act.
This thesis found that the driving force behind the evolution of solar innovation is a special type
of firm which tends to start as an informal group or tribe within a professional environment. The
special type firm, the solar innovation leading enterprise, is characterized by performing an in-depth
analysis of the evolution of the solar industry in the U.S. over the past 20 years. The solar innovation
leading enterprise is a type of firm that has demonstrated the ability to create a disproportionate
amount of value for the solar innovation system. Not only has the solar innovation leading enterprise
generated value, but it has spilled over enough value to incentivize the building of a broader set of
regional capabilities which can be exported to the rest of the world.
This thesis presents the ideal characteristics of the solar innovation leading enterprise and the
dynamics which lead to its formation, growth, evolution, and sometimes to its creative destruction. The
intricacies of how the solar innovation leading enterprise is born, how it evolves, what it requires to
grow, and its dynamic relationship with the solar innovation cluster are presented and were derived by
examining over 100 case studies in the solar industry. The current state of the competitive advantage of
the U.S. is shown by presenting the status of the emerging and established regional solar innovation
capabilities. Finally, a framework is constructed to guide the decision maker's actions. It presents the
decision maker with ways to build the future competitive advantage of a nation now. The framework
has its foundation in the underlying dynamics of solar innovation and characteristics of the solar
innovation leading enterprise.
Thesis Supervisor: James M. Utterback
David J. McGrath jr (1959) Professor of Management and Innovation and Professor of
Engineering Systems
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Chapter 1 - The Seeds of Solar Innovation
"Clusters are not unique, however; they are highly typical- and therein lies a paradox: the enduring
competitive advantages in a global economy lie increasingly in local things-knowledge, relationships, and
motivation-that distant rivals cannot match". Michael Porter [1].
If clusters do indeed create the enduring competitive advantages Michael Porter describes in his
work on clusters and the U.S. wants to lead the global solar economy, the country should care about
solar innovation clusters. It should not only care about the existence of solar innovation clusters, but
should be concerned about understanding of how these solar innovation clusters emerge and change
over time. Deciphering the factors which drive the evolution and change of solar innovation clusters can
lead to improved short term and long term strategies for the nation. Porter (1998) describes the
formation of a cluster as often traced to historical circumstance and ambiguously born from a seed
which emerges from a supplier industry, related industry, or even entire related clusters. As a
continuation of Porter's observation, the holistic analysis I conducted was targeted at reducing the
ambiguity of Porter's seed analogy of the dynamics cluster formation. By examining the formation and
dynamics of solar innovation clusters over the past 20 years, we discovered that the seed is a naturally
organizing group of people, a tribe. The tribes form their relationships by working together in a
professional environment, be it a university, a R&D lab, or even a company.
These seeds or tribes are not like any other seed, they are special. The special seeds have a
special ability to build capabilities around competence destroying innovations which can create a
disproportionate amount of capturable value. Once the special type of seed grows into a special type of
plant, the solar innovation leading enterprise, it becomes harder to remove its roots from the location
where it grew into a plant. Moreover, the location where the seed gets planted is highly influenced by
the preferences and current location of the tribe leaders, who tend to emerge as founders of the solar
innovation leading enterprise. The special seed, initially relies in the local environment to grow into a
special plant. Within its DNA, the special plant holds the ability to become so strong that it can spillover
nutrients to help other symbiotic plants grow (suppliers, supporting service companies, etc..) and it can
provide enough support to carry the growth of a cluster. The roots and leaf coverage can become so
large and strong that they can compete for many of nutrients required by other special plants to grow
and therefore affecting their symbiotic plants. At any point in time, other special plants can enter the
ecosystem with different nutrient absorption capabilities that can compete with the established special
plants. The availability of nutrients greatly depends on the conditions of the soil and climate. Special
plants are "special", because they have advantages that allow them to compete with other special
plants in the same or other clusters. The growth of all the special plants is constrained by the carrying
capacity limitations imposed by the opportunities in the broader ecosystem or industry.
Solar innovation leading enterprises are entities focused on developing innovations which have
the potential to destroy competences of other firms or even their own firm. The solar innovation
leading enterprise has the ability to establish a competitive advantage by out-innovating the
competition. It has the potential to create, spillover, and capture enough value to have a big influence
on the cluster and industry. The solar innovation leading enterprise generates and spills over enough
value to influence cluster formation, to reinforce clusters, or to change established clusters. At the core
of the solar innovation leading enterprise is an innovation that can be used to build competitive
advantages that are distinctive and difficult to replicate. Furthermore, the solar innovation leading
enterprise can create a disproportionate amount of capturable value that could either be captured by
the enterprise itself or spilled over to the value network. Historically, the solar innovation leading
enterprise has developed scalable novel architectural forms which execute three functions which satisfy
the needs of the electricity consumer. The three functions which ultimately satisfy the needs of the
electricity consumer are: providing access to an energy form, converting the energy form to electricity,
and delivering electricity to the consumer when they demand it.
The architectural forms selected by the solar innovation leading enterprise have inherent
advantages and disadvantages which affect how the architectural forms can be produced at scale.
Architectural forms which have the potential to be produced more efficiently enjoy scale advantages,
which ultimately leads to lower manufacturing costs. Initially, the architectural form developed by the
solar innovation leading enterprise will not necessarily be produced at lower cost, it could be produced
at higher costs. The higher costs could be derived from initial inefficient production, lower energy
conversion efficiencies, higher overall equipment and material costs, etc... Over time, the costs for the
architectural forms can be lowered through learning and by exploiting the inherent cost reduction
advantages provided by architectural form itself. The advantages exploited could be the increased
availability and supply of the materials used or the ability to produce the architectural form leveraging a
high throughput process.
The solar innovation leading enterprise tends to start as an informal organization or a tribe
within a professional environment. The professional environments and local culture play an important
role in the quantity and quality of solar innovation tribes formed in a particular geographic area. Much
of the initial knowhow acquired by the tribe comes from the prior professional environments in which
the members of the tribe operated. For example, people in the semiconductor industry, glass industry,
or academia can have a knowhow advantage that serves as encouragement to build a solar innovation
leading enterprise. The architectural forms developed by the solar innovation leading enterprise could
be inspired by some sort of radical, modular, or architectural solar innovation.
The solar innovation leading enterprise can sometimes form through alliances with other tribes
which formed in different professional environments. Moreover, the evolution of the solar innovation
tribe into a solar innovation leading enterprise begins when the enterprise starts building the
capabilities and acquiring the resources to support the development and production of an architectural
form which delivers any or a combination of the value functions that satisfy the needs of the electricity
consumer in the power sector. The solar innovation tribe leaders tend to become the founders of the
solar innovation leading enterprise or the project leaders of what could be a competence destroying
activity within an established company. The solar innovation leading enterprise founders have a big
influence on the selection of the architectural form developed by the solar innovation leading
enterprise. The architectural form could be selected in very interesting ways, for instance some
founders might select the architectural form factor based on what they know, based on what they
learned through experimentation with various architectural forms, or even because the founders believe
the architectural form factor has the potential to be produced more efficiently.
The local environment and professional environments serve as a bonding agent and growth
facilitator for the solar innovation tribes. Furthermore, the local environment is crucial in the early
stages, because it encourages or discourages the members of the solar innovation tribe to defect from
their professional environments to become an independent enterprise or to stay within their company
to establish a project which could be competence destroying. Initially, the solar innovation leading
enterprise relies heavily on the local environment by recruiting local talent and by leveraging local
investors to fund its initial activities. However, the market opportunities for solar innovation leading
enterprises do not necessarily have to be local. The location of the solar innovation leading enterprise
provides great advantages, such as the opportunity to raise greater working capital and be more agile by
having to wait less between funding rounds of venture capital. The location of the solar innovation
leading enterprise is decided by disappointingly simple and circumstantial events like the founders
preference for a location or just because the founders worked in a particular location right before the
solar innovation tribe gets established. Over time, other factors like shipping costs in their supply chain,
labor rates, and location of the accessible markets change the geographic concentration solar innovation
leading enterprise and the cluster.
The discovery and characterization of the solar innovation leading enterprise creates a link
between various streams of theory. It establishes a framework by which to gain a better understanding
of solar innovation trends and insights into how the solar industry could change and evolve. If indeed
the elusive solar innovation leading enterprise does exist, it will have some very interesting implications.
First the existence of the solar innovation leading enterprise establishes a different perspective in the
understanding of the solar innovation cluster. Namely, it reduces the ambiguity around the change
model for the cluster. The ambiguity is reduced by establishing a focal point, the solar innovation leading
enterprise, which can use its ability to accumulate power to change certain portions of the solar
innovation cluster. The solar innovation leading enterprise can generate the types of advantages which
enable it to generate, spillover, and capture enough value to change, create, and reinforce clusters. The
ability of the solar innovation leading enterprise to be at the forefront of change for the cluster,
establishes an important focal point to understanding how to construct a competitive advantage for a
nation.
A second implication is that the existence of the solar innovation leading enterprise conjures the
ability to formulate a sound strategy for a nation based on the Aberthany-Utterback Model of
Innovation and Industrial Evolution. If a competitive advantage of a nation can indeed be achieved
building solar innovation clusters and the solar innovation clusters can indeed be changed by the solar
innovation leading enterprise, then understanding competitive advantage of a nation hinges on the
understanding the dynamic regime of the creation and destruction of solar innovation leading
enterprises. The Aberthany-Utterback model establishes a framework to understand the dynamic
regime of the creation and destruction of the solar innovation leading enterprise and formulate
insightful longer term strategic options. For example, during the fluid phase or transitional phase, prior
to the emergence of the dominant design, a strategy that generates the highest likelihood for the
establishment of solar clusters in the U.S. would be one that supports the creation of many types of
solar innovation leading enterprises within U.S. territory. Encouraging decision makers to follow a
strategy that supports variation over focus, if the ultimate goal of the decision maker is to try to
guarantee the creation of solar innovation leading enterprises and solar innovation clusters within the
U.S. Once the dominant design emerges a strategy which focuses on the established and industry
leading solar innovation leading enterprise would be more effective at retaining solar innovation
clusters within the U.S.
Another implication is the characterization of the solar innovation leading enterprise establishes
a means by which to approach the prioritization of R&D investment into early stage solar technologies, if
a connection between the solar innovation leading enterprise and technology could be established.
Assuming the mission behind the R&D investments is to support the creation of a national competitive
advantage, the investments should go into solar technologies which can enable the creation of unique
classes of solar innovation leading enterprises. The architecting for value framework developed by
Crawley (2011) and Ackoff's (1993) idealized design framework, can be used to link the solar innovation
leading enterprise and solar technologies. Crawley's and Ackoff's frameworks can be used to explain
what technologies the solar innovation leading enterprise would have to develop in order to have the
opportunity to capture the most value. Based on Ackoff's and Crawley's framework, the solar
innovation leading enterprise would have to surround an architectural form with capabilities which can
deliver the most value to the direct beneficiary that has a natural willingness and the resources to pay
for a product or service. In the power sector the direct beneficiary with a natural willingness to pay for a
product or service is the electricity consumer. Hence early R&D investments should be made to support
the development of radical innovations, modular innovations, and architectural innovations which yield
a new architectural form. The architectural form should deliver three value functions in order to meet
the needs of the electricity consumer. The three value functions needed in order to meet the needs of
the electricity consumer are: having access to an energy form, converting the energy form to electricity,
and delivering electricity to the consumer when the consumer demands it. The production process
tends to be deeply coupled with the architectural form itself, selecting architectural forms that have an
advantageous production process can generate scale advantages. With learning, the scale advantages
could be used to satisfy the needs of the electricity consumer at a lower cost.
Fourthly, the solar innovation leading enterprise establishes a structured way by which to
understand the success and failure of certain portions of a cluster by using Teece, Pisano, and Shuen
(1997) dynamic capabilities and the resource based view on strategy. Teece, Pisano, and Shuen's
framework provides a way to better understand how the solar innovation leading enterprise can create,
achieve, and sustain a competitive advantage and hence impact the cluster. The resource based view on
strategy unlocks insights into understanding what factors could lead to the solar innovation leading
enterprise down a path where it either succeeds or fails at becoming an industry leader. For instance,
the dynamic capabilities framework and resource view on strategy could help define more effective
strategies for government to support the development of certain types of complementary assets at
different points of the evolution of the solar innovation leading enterprise and ultimately strengthening
the cluster.
A fifth implication of the discovery of the solar innovation leading enterprise is that it establishes
a focused way and a clearer pathway by which to study the human conditions that lead to the
construction of a competitive advantage for a nation. The solar innovation leading enterprise can be
studied throughout its evolution, from when it was an informal organization or tribe to when it became
or failed at becoming a leader in the solar industry. Studying the human factors that lead to the
formation and evolution of the solar innovation leading enterprise is extremely important, because
someday such enterprise can become the leader in the solar market and generates wealth for the nation
and the solar innovation cluster. For instance, some of the work conducted by Allen (1977) shows
insights into some of the human conditions that lead to the formation of an informal organization or
tribe within the professional environment. Allen explains that in order for the engineer to communicate
tacit information more effectively and for the frequency of their communication to be increased,
engineers need to get acquainted through their social and work contacts. Therefore regions which have
professional environments that promote or culturally induce the acquainting and socializing of the
technical workforce might be more effective at brewing solar innovation tribes and the solar innovation
leading enterprises of the future.
Finally, the solar innovation leading enterprise exposes an overarching opportunity to connect
the evolution of a cluster to something tangible that can be understood, managed, and changed. A
better understanding the cluster creates an opportunity to expand on the understanding of how to build
competitive advantages for a nation, assuming that the cluster does indeed provide a competitive
advantage to a nation. The opportunity to connect the competitive advantage of a nation to the solar
innovation cluster can only be realized if a real relationship between the solar innovation cluster and the
solar innovation leading enterprise is established. The thesis will strive to do just that, decipher the
relationship between the solar innovation cluster and the solar innovation leading enterprise by
answering two fundamental questions. Does the solar innovation enterprise exist? If it does exist, then
what is it and what is the solar innovation leading enterprise's relationship with the cluster? Once the
understanding of the relationship between the solar cluster and the solar innovation enterprise is
established then we will answer the most important question. How can a nation grow a competitive
advantage through solar innovation?
The second chapter of this thesis describes the methods used in this thesis and explains the
theoretical foundations of some of the key concepts. The first part of the second chapter lays the
theoretical foundation for the solar innovation leading enterprise. It draws from the dynamic capabilities
and resource based view of strategy to build the theoretical foundation. Insights into how the solar
innovation leading enterprise needs to evolve and change to become an industry leader are gained by
the established theoretical foundation. The following part describes the means by which the solar
innovation leading enterprise could create, capture, and spillover value and how value can influence the
value network. The impact on the value network serves as a platform to connect the solar innovation
leading enterprise with the established cluster theory. The next section lays the theoretical groundwork
for the very early stages of the solar innovation leading enterprise and its formation. Finally the solar
innovation leading enterprise is looked through the lens of industry dynamics theory.
The information presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 supports the key concepts explained in
Chapter 2 using a broad set of case studies from the solar industry. The third chapter attempts to
explain the characteristics of the solar innovation leading enterprise and its dynamic relationship with
the solar innovation cluster. The third chapter is divided into several subsections it begins with the
characterization of the solar innovation leading enterprise and its role within the cluster. Followed by
an explanation of the impact competition amongst solar innovation leading enterprises has on the
cluster. An explanation of how the solar innovation leading enterprise starts is provided followed by an
explanation of what the solar innovation leading enterprise needs in order to evolve over time and
grow. The next section of the chapter provides some evidence of the impacts of geographical location
on the solar innovation leading enterprise and its evolution. Finally, we look at some of the factors that
can impact the choice of location where of the solar innovation cluster actually emerges.
Chapter 4 shows the formation and composition of established and emerging solar innovation
clusters. The first section of the chapter presents where some of the clusters have been established and
the changes they have experienced over time. The approach used to determine where the solar
innovation clusters emerged and their composition was by observing and analyzing investments into
new solar innovation leading enterprises over the past ten years. Finally, a framework is presented to
assist the government decision maker with the allocation of resources to effectively support future solar
innovation, future solar innovation leading enterprises, future solar innovation clusters. Chapter 5 draws
conclusions and provides recommendations bounded by the Department of Energy's capacity to act and
to improve the competitive advantages of a nation. Chapters 3 and 4 serve to explain and prove some of
the key concepts introduced in Chapter 1 and 2 by answering the following questions:
Chapter 3 The Solar Innovation Leading Enterprise and its Relationship to the Cluster
e Does the solar innovation enterprise exist? If so, what is the solar innovation leading enterprise?
e How does the solar innovation leading enterprise impact the cluster?
* How does the solar innovation leading enterprise emerge and evolve?
e How does the local environment affect the solar innovation leading enterprise?
e In the formation and change of the solar innovation leading enterprise, what important
considerations influence the cluster?
Chapter 4 Solar Innovation Cluster Formation and Emergence
* What are the established solar innovation clusters?
* Based on the observed emergence of solar innovation leading enterprises, where are the
clusters emerging and what is their composition?
* How can the future of solar innovation, the solar innovation leading enterprise, and the solar
innovation cluster be influenced?
Chapter 2 - Methods & Explanation of Key Concepts
The approach we took for this thesis was to dive deep into data, facts, and information to help
gain a deep and clearer understanding of the innovation trends within the solar industry. We focused
on five big areas in order to gain a better understanding of the solar innovation dynamics, these areas
were the markets, the companies and their human element, the industry, the technologies, and
investments. Our search was not limited to only understanding the current industry trends, but tried to
gain insight from the trajectories of successful and unsuccessful companies in the industry. Furthermore,
we looked at all the technologies that are commercially available and the technologies that are still in
the university, government, and corporate labs. We looked at the human stories of how solar
companies had formed and were forming. We looked at investments across the board including venture
capital investment, government R&D investment, corporate acquisitions, and corporate R&D
investments. For the markets we looked at how the power sector affects the adoption of renewable
technologies. We looked at the old and new markets, like the utility scale market and the building
integrated market. While conducting our research we were constantly seeking to answer the following
questions:
* How can solar innovation provide a nation with a competitive advantage? How do these
competitive advantages change? What type of solar innovations generate the competitive
advantage?
* How do the competitive advantages of companies in the solar industry relate to the competitive
advantages of nations?
e What types of technologies and companies have the opportunity to gain competitive
advantages in the solar industry?
* What types of solar technologies do firms with competitive advantages develop and produce?
Are there ways to detect these technologies in their early stages?
* How do these companies with the competitive advantage impact the industry? Are there
certain locations that help with these competitive advantages?
* How do these companies with a competitive advantage emerge and evolve over time? What
factors affect their evolution?
* What are the blind spots in the current long term strategy adopted by the Department of
Energy? Could we come up with a way to provide strategic information that would allow
decision makers at the Department of Energy formulate sound short and long term strategy that
would promote solar innovation? Would that strategy be within the Department of Energy's
capacity to act?
We conducted our research using a Systems Thinking approach; we approached the problem in
holistic, multidisciplinary, and integrative manner. The holistic approach required looking at a broad set
data and theory to frame of the problem and to arrive to some answers to the questions we had posed.
We found certain research streams to be very helpful in helping organize our thoughts and ideas. The
areas of research that where the most helpful were Systems Architecture, Idealized Design,
Multidisciplinary System Design Optimization, Real Options, Innovation Strategy, Innovation Economics,
Resource Based View of Strategy, R&D Spillovers, Geography of Innovation, Industry Cluster Theory,
Dynamics of Innovation, Technological Disruption, The Organization and Architecture of Innovation, The
Informal Organization, Energy Systems, The Power Sector and Energy Markets, Solar Energy Systems.
The Solar Innovation Leading Enterprise and Its Evolution
Early in my analysis of the solar industry, I found that they were certain types of companies in
the solar industry that where attracting more attention from venture capital, were capturing and spilling
over more value, and generating more returns. I found that many solar technological options were
emerging and venture capital was funding many types of companies with different solar technologies to
compete against the established leaders. Furthermore, a company with a completely different
technology and radical manufacturing process called First Solar conducted their IPO in 2006. Less than
four years after their IPO, First Solar completely overtook the rapidly growing utility scale market. I
found Teece, Pisano, and Shuen's (1997) dynamic capabilities framework quite insightful at helping me
make sense of the moderate to rapid changes that had taken place in the solar industry over the past 10
years. The dynamic capabilities framework was created to help understand just that, how firms and why
certain firms build a competitive advantage in regimes of rapid change [2].
First Solar had built a distinctive and difficult to replicate advantage, the key to the dynamic
capabilities framework according to Teece, Pisano, and Shuen. There were many other companies being
funded by venture capital trying to replicate or build an alternative approach to the advantage First
Solar had built. In order to facilitate the discussion through the thesis I ventured at establishing some
standard terminology, the first term, I established was the solar innovation leading enterprise. The solar
innovation leading enterprise is the type of company that fits the dynamic capabilities framework. The
solar innovation leading enterprise has the potential to build competitive advantages that are
distinctive, difficult to replicate, and can generate much wealth in environments of rapid technological
change [2].
According to the dynamic capabilities framework, for the solar innovation leading enterprise to
evolve into an industry leader as First Solar did, will not only depend on their technological assets, but
on its processes, positions, and paths. The process according to Teece, Pisano, and Shuen is the
managerial or organizational processes, that can be described in its most raw form as the way things get
done within the company. For position they were referring to the technological assets, intellectual
property, complementary assets, customer base, and its external relations with suppliers and
complementors. By paths they were referring to the strategic alternatives for the companies, the
availability of increasing returns, and the trajectory the firm can take as a function of its current position
and the paths ahead [2]. Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) hold a similar view, they propose that building
effective dynamic capabilities is necessary, but not a sufficient condition for a competitive advantage
[3]. Which led me to the conclude the following: the leading solar innovation enterprise will have to
build dynamic capabilities as a necessary condition, but will not be sufficient condition to build a
competitive advantage.
Zollo and Winter (2002) investigated the means by which dynamic capabilities are developed
and evolve over time. Zollo and Winter argue that dynamic capabilities evolve based on the firms
learning behaviors. These learning behaviors are constituted by experience accumulation, knowledge
articulation, and codification activities [4]. Equally important, Grant (1996) establishes that knowledge is
a crucial resource to the firm, especially in unstable market conditions caused by innovation and
increased competition. Grant proposes that a firm's competitive advantage depends on the efficiency of
knowledge integration, the span of both internal and external knowledge integration, and the flexible
integration of knowledge [5]. Grant, Zollo, and Winter made me realize that the successful development
and evolution of the solar innovation leading enterprise's dynamic capabilities would be highly
dependent on the firm's ability to ingest and integrate knowhow.
Learning is not enough, the solar innovation leading enterprise must be adaptively follow the
opportunities it seeks and adjust to threats. Eisenhardt and Martin studied the nature of dynamic
capabilities, the impact of market dynamism, and the evolution of the capabilities themselves.
Eisenhardt and Martin found that market dynamics have effects on dynamic capabilities. The dynamism
of the market affects the sustainability of the capabilities. The outcome which can be predictable or
unpredictable will depend on market dynamism. Learning in both moderately and highly dynamic
markets can guide the effective evolution of the dynamic capabilities [3]. In addition, Helfat and Peteraf
(2003) introduced the idea that capabilities evolve and they expand their concept by explaining the
capabilities lifecycle. According to Helfat and Peteraf, there are six ways a capability could be
transformed: it can be retired, retrenched, renewed, replicated, redeployed, and recombined.
Furthermore, there are two sorts of selection events that may affect the evolutionary path of the
capability. The evolutionary path of the capability will be defined by the recognition that a threat exists
which could make the capability obsolete or a new opportunity for the capability exists to grow or
change [6].








Rents from Resource Picking
Figure 1 - How solar innovation leading enterprises could build dynamic capabilities and resources to
generate rents and capture value (Created by Author)
Makadock (2001) looked at the two distinct causal mechanisms for the creation of economic
rents by firms. He concluded that the resource picking and capability building mechanisms aren't
mutually exclusive and it is likely that firms generally rely on both mechanisms [7]. Eisenhardt and
Martin conceptualized dynamic capabilities as just tools that manipulate resource configurations. They
define dynamic capabilities as well-known organizational processes and strategic creating processes that
manipulate resources into value creating strategies [3]. Based on the theory, in order for the solar
innovation leading enterprise to evolve and grow into an industry leader it will need to both build
dynamic capabilities and acquire resources effectively. As described in the literature, the evolution of
dynamic capabilities can occur by knowhow development and acquisition and by the recognition of
opportunities and threats. Similarly, resources could be acquired or developed by the solar innovation
leading enterprise. Figure 1 is a consolidation of the theory explored and a depiction of the important
elements that will have to be generated by the solar innovation leading enterprise in order to create,
spillover, and capture a disproportionate amount of value, hence have the ability to impact the industry
and cluster.
Value Creation, Spillover, and Capture in the Power Sector
The dynamic capabilities framework and resource based view on strategy provide a better
understanding of the evolution of the solar innovation leading enterprise. In order for the solar
innovation leading enterprise to become an industry leader, it has to build competitive advantages that
are distinctive, difficult to replicate, and can generate much wealth in environments of rapid
technological change. Which led me look for an answer to the following questions: What are these
competencies? Could they be defined in a timeless way and unrelated to the intricacies of the
technology? Furthermore, how do these firms affect current established value networks and influence
the impacts of new value networks? We answered the first two questions by using Ackoff's (1993) and
Crawley's (2011) frameworks.
Russell Ackoff's idealized design framework can be used to define the direction the
management of the solar innovation leading enterprise would have to follow within the power sector in
order to create value. Ackoff describes an effective vision or direction as one that organizes in such a
way to satisfy the organizations stakeholders [8]. Crawley's architecting for value framework can be
used to define the competences that would have to be developed in the power sector in order to create
value. Crawley argues that the goals that should drive the design of a system should be derived by
understanding how the system exchanges value with the stakeholders of the system. Crawley's
definition of value is an exchange of benefit at cost. According to Crawley a successful exchange with
the stakeholder, known as the beneficiary, occurs when the enterprises output meets the needs of the
beneficiary and when the stakeholder outputs meet the needs of the enterprise. In Crawley's
framework, the primary goal that should drive the development of a system should be derived from
focusing on the value exchange between the enterprise and the primary beneficiary [9]. An important
stakeholder and primary beneficiary in the power sector is the electricity consumer. The value exchange
with the primary beneficiary in the power sector is the delivery of electricity to the electricity consumer
when they demand it and in return the power consumer in return will pay a fee for that exchange.
Using Ackoff's and Crawley's frameworks the timeless and technology agnostic direction that must be
followed by solar innovation leading enterprise in order to build its competences and capabilities to
generate value can be defined. The direction that management should follow, based on Ackoff's and
Crawley's framework would be to build core competences and capabilities to deliver electricity to the
power consumer when they demand it.
In order for the solar innovation leading enterprise to create value they will have to build unique
competitive advantage in the power sector. A competitive advantage could be created by finding a
different way to deliver value to the power consumer and have a unique ability to capture rents from
the fees paid by the power consumer. A way for the solar innovation leading enterprise to build a
competitive advantage in the power sector, a very stable industry, would be through radical innovation.
Utterback (1996) describes the invasion of a stable business by radical innovation. He provides various
examples of how a technology invades by reaching lower production costs and/or delivering better
product performance [10]. In order for the solar innovation leading enterprise to build a competitive
advantage which can create and capture a significant amount of value it could develop a radical
innovation that delivers electricity to the power consumers when they demand it. Furthermore, the
solar innovation leading enterprise would have the ability to capture a significant portion of the rents
generated from the fees charged to the power consumers.
In order to build a significant competitive advantage, the innovation produced by the solar
innovation leading enterprise does not have to only be radical, but it cannot be just incremental.
Henderson and Clark (1990) define four types of innovation and their impact on competences of firms.
The innovation types which Henderson and Clark describe are radical innovation, modular innovation,
architectural innovation, and incremental innovation. A radical innovation can create great difficulties
for established firms and it is based on a different set of technological principles which change how it is
applied and the market. In contrast, the incremental innovation which introduces small changes, uses
the established design, and reinforces the dominance of established firms. Architectural innovation can
both enhance and destroy competence, it can pose great threat to an established firm, how it impacts
the established will greatly depend on the organizational learning. However, in a modular innovation the
architecture remains the same but the core design concept is changed [11].
The innovation produced by the solar innovation leading enterprise which satisfies the power
customer needs and allows them to capture a large portion of the rents could be radical, modular, or
architectural. Christiansen and Rosenbloom (1995) expanded on the connection of the innovation types
defined by Henderson and Clark and formally connecting it to the industry by defining the value
network. Christiansen and Rosenbloom showed examples of various value networks, as an
interconnection of customers, distributors, systems integrators, and suppliers [12]. The solar innovation
leading enterprise, because of its innovation, has the ability to change the value network. The solar
innovation leading enterprise can change the value network with its value creation, value capture, and
value spillover capabilities. Namely, the way the solar innovation leading enterprise spills over value can
determine the winners and losers in the value network. The solar innovation leading enterprise ability
to influence the value network by its value creation, capture, and spillover capabilities creates a real
connection between the solar innovation leading enterprise and the value network portion of the solar
innovation cluster.
The Solar Cluster and the Solar Innovation Leading Enterprise
The value network of the solar innovation leading enterprise established a real and tangible
relationship between the solar innovation leading enterprise and the solar innovation cluster. Part of
the cluster is a geographical concentration of portions of the value network and the solar innovation
leading enterprise. Audrestsch and Feldman (1996) through an empirical study found that innovative
activity tends to cluster more in industries where knowledge spillovers play a critical role. They found
that although location of production is important component of the cluster, the propensity for
innovative activities to cluster is more related to the influence of knowledge spillover, not just the
geographic concentration of production [13]. Porter describes the cluster as a system of interconnected
firms and institutions whose whole is more than the sum of the parts. He further elaborates on his
definition by explaining such system as a geographic concentrations of interconnected companies,
specialized suppliers, service providers, firms in related industries, and associated institutions in a
particular field that both compete and collaborate [14]. In other words, the cluster is the geographic
concentration of part of a value network, other related value networks, and local institutions that are
independent from the value network.
Towards
Value
Figure 2 - Direction set by solar innovation leading enterprise in cluster (Created by Author)
Utterback and Afuah (1995) introduced the idea that a dominant firm exists in the cluster.
According to Utterback and Afuah, the dominant firm can greatly influence the path and timing of the
evolution of a technology and the resulting local environment [15]. The dominant firm is the
embodiment of the solar innovation leading enterprise once it achieves maturity. I chose to rename the
dominant firm in the solar industry and call it solar innovation leading enterprise. I changed the name to
solar innovation leading enterprise, because the new name removes any state related descriptors that
imply a state of success within the industry. The new name conveys an important characteristic which is
leading innovation. Another argument for changing the name is that throughout the evolution of an
industry many firms possess the character to become the dominant firm, but creative destruction gets in
their way. I wanted to create a term that would allow for the inclusion of all the firms that fail
prematurely.
What Utterback and Afuah define as the dominant firm and what I redefined as the solar
innovation leading enterprise is of upmost importance in understanding of the value network within the
cluster and how the value network portion of the cluster might change. The solar innovation leading
enterprise's innate ability to create, capture, and spillover value to other members of the cluster acts as
the goal setting mechanism that drives the evolution of the value network component of the cluster
system which Porter elegantly describes. I propose that the value network portion of the cluster will
seek value and in the driver's seat is the solar innovation leading enterprise. The solar innovation
leading enterprise relies on its ability to build dynamic capabilities and acquire resources to follow value.
In the case of the power sector, the direction of value will always be determined by the needs of the
primary beneficiary which is the consumer of electricity. In exchange for the satisfaction of its needs the
electricity consumer will pay a fee that will be divided up amongst the members of the value network.
Furthermore, there are other elements like academic institutions and other value networks in the
cluster that are don't rely as much on the solar innovation enterprise or the value network. These
elements are still important to the solar innovation cluster. The proposed model for the relationship
between the solar innovation cluster and the solar innovation leading enterprise is shown in Figure 2.
Informal Organizations (Solar Innovation Tribes) to Solar Innovation Leading
Enterprise
Solar innovation leading enterprises have to start somewhere and they start with interpersonal
communications amongst people. They depend on effective interpersonal communications along their
evolution and growth. According to Katz and Allen (1986) interpersonal communications rather than
written documentation, publications, or formal technical reports are the primary ways by which
professionals share tacit information, such as engineers, collect and transfer new ideas [16]. In one of
Allen's (1977) studies he found that only 11% of new ideas could be attributed to written media, the
remaining 89% of the communications occurred through interpersonal communications [17].
As Katz and Allen point out many of the "creative" exchanges were spontaneous and did not
arise from current projects, but factors related to working relationships and past project experiences,
layouts of office facilities & laboratories, social functions & events, and conversations with external
professionals & vendors at conferences and tradeshows [16]. Moreover, Allen explains that in order for
the engineer to communicate tacit information more effectively and for the frequency of their
communication to increase, engineers need to get acquainted through their social and work contacts
[17]. The work by Allen and Katz inspired me to develop the proposition that solar innovation leading
enterprises start as tribes or informal organizations from relationships built in professional
environments.
Solar Innovation Leading Enterprise and the Dynamics of Innovation
The existence of the solar innovation leading enterprise creates the opportunity to link cluster
theory with dynamic models of industrial evolution and innovation. The relationship between the
dynamics of industrial innovation and the cluster can provide a means by which to gain insight into more
effective short and long term national strategies that will lead to a long term national competitive
advantage. The Utterback-Abberthany model of the dynamics of industrial innovation was created by
investigating the behaviors observed over 150 years of industry changes in the U.S., with limited
evidence from Japan and Europe. In their model they describe three phases of industrial innovation: the
fluid phase, the transitional phase, and the specific phase [10].
Innovation in the solar industry is still in the fluid phase or transitional phase at most. As of the
end of 2010, the solar photovoltaic capacity installed worldwide reached 40GW and the concentrated
solar power (CSP) capacity reached 1.1GW. The total worldwide generation capacity was estimated to
be 4,950GW in 2010 [18]. The installed solar generation capacity accounted for less than 1% of total
worldwide power generation capacity. Furthermore, there are many solar innovation leading
enterprises entering the solar industry with various modular, architectural, and radical innovations. It is
clear that the dominant design has not emerged, there are several firms with competing architectural
forms like crystalline silicon, cadmium telluride, organic, copper indium gallium (di)selenide, thin-film
silicon, sun catalysis, and others. Moreover, there are competing approaches to production techniques
exploiting different properties of the architectural form. For example, some of them are printing and
others are depositing. Furthermore, some of the current dominating architectures are using very rare-
elements like indium, gallium, and tellurium [18].
"Our argument however extends beyond the cases of new concerns, methods and industries. Old
concerns and established industries, whether or not directly attacked, still live in the perennial gale.
Situations emerge in the process of creative destruction in which many firms may have to perish that
nevertheless would be able to live on vigorously and usefully if they could weather a particular storm."
Joseph A. Schumpeter [19]
If the policy maker's strategy is to ensure a competitive advantage of a nation, then the long
term strategy should be to try to ensure that solar innovation clusters form within a nation. In order to
build such competitive advantage the policy or support should facilitate the creation number of
competing ideas and firms during the fluid and transition phase. In the fluid and transitional phase,
many firms will enter and fail. Before the dominant design emerges, the formation of clusters in a
nation can be guaranteed only if all types of solar innovation leading firms are established within the
boundaries of the nation. The question that agencies like the Department of Energy should be asking is:
how do we achieve the most variety within the fluid and transition phase with the resources available to
us at an acceptable risk level? During these phases many solar innovation leading enterprises will fail, a
prime example of a recent failure of these types of firms is Solyndra.
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Chapter 3 - The Solar Innovation Leading Enterprise and its Relationship
to the Cluster
Characteristics of the Solar Innovation Leading Enterprise
In order for a solar innovation leading enterprise to create a disproportionate amount of
capturable value it must have a special way to access to a significant portion of the economic rents
being generated in the power sector, in exchange for a product or service. In the power sector all the
rents originate either from government subsidies or the price paid by the electricity consumer for a unit
of energy. As of August 2011, the U.S. electricity consumer paid on average 10.59 cents for every kWh
of electricity ,however in some locations in the U.S. the average price was as high as 33 cents/kWh and
other locations it was as low as 6.5 cents/kWh [20]. The solar innovation leading enterprise has to have
a special means by which to satisfy the electricity consumer's needs and in exchange gain access to a
significant portion of the economic rents. In the power sector, the primary need of the electricity
consumer is to have access to electricity at the instant when the consumer requires it. There are three
value delivery functions that need to be executed in order to satisfy the electricity consumer's primary
need. In order to functionally deliver electricity to the consumer when the consumer demands it, there
must be a functional way to convert energy to electricity and to have access to an energy form.
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Figure 3 - Economic value created by many types of companies in solar industry in 2010 (Created by
Author using [21-27] and company websites)
The direct way to create value in the power sector would be by providing a product or service
which support satisfaction of the three essential value delivery functions and will satisfy the primary
need of the electricity consumer. The three essential value delivery functions are to provide access to
an energy form, convert the energy form to electricity, and deliver electricity to the consumer when the
consumer demands it. In the power sector value can be created indirectly by creating supporting
products or services that enable the establishment of the three essential value delivery functions. On
the other hand, value capture depends on the firm's ability to extract rents from these three value
creation functions. Any company that can perform any of these three functions and position itself to
capture large portions of the rents will generate a significant amount of value.
Over the past ten years, out of the solar companies that have raised venture capital funding, the
companies which focused on development and production at scale of the materials architecture forms
such as crystalline silicon photovoltaic materials and cadmium telluride photovoltaic materials created
the most economic value. Figure 3 the shows the economic value generated measured by the number
of jobs created in 2010 per venture capital dollars invested over the past ten years and revenues in 2010
per venture capital dollar invested over the past ten years. Figure 3 was generated by analyzing over 600
venture capital transactions that took place over the past ten years in the U.S. and further examining all
the capabilities of the companies receiving the venture funding. As shown in Figure 3, companies which
generate value indirectly through installation of solar panels or financing of solar installations did not
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Figure 4 - Private investment by type of company in solar industry (Created by Author using [21-27]
and company websites)
The reason the crystalline silicon and cadmium telluride firms generated the most value was
because they figured out a way to produce materials architecture forms at scale that have the capability
of delivering two of the three essential value creation functions in the power sector. The firms focused
on the development and production of crystalline silicon and cadmium telluride modules were able to
capture many of the rents generated, because they sold a scalable materials architecture form which
delivers a large portion of the two value functions, access of a free energy form like sunlight and the
conversion of sunlight to electricity. As of 2010, SunPower was the U.S. leader in the development and
production of the crystalline silicon materials architecture form and First Solar was the U.S. leader in the
development and production of the cadmium telluride materials architecture form. Furthermore, the
investment trends of venture capital over the past ten years further validated the idea that the desired
characteristics of a company that has the potential to capture the most value are to be able to create
and produce an innovation at scale which has the ability to at least provide two of the three value
creation functions in the power sector, access to sunlight and the conversion of sunlight to electricity.
As shown in Figure 4, the types of companies that venture capital placed its highest bets on over the
past ten years and are the most likely to capture value, were companies developing and producing the
new materials architecture forms with high scalability potential and which enable access to sunlight and
conversion of sunlight to electricity. The conclusion that venture capital thought these types of
companies would capture more value is hinged on the following assumption: venture capital will invest
the most in the next generation of companies which it expects to create the most value in the future, in
order to generate the most returns.
The historical trends shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 validate the proposition that the solar
innovation leading enterprise exists. It validates the characteristics defined using Crawley's and Ackoff's
framework for the solar innovation leading enterprise. The solar innovation leading enterprise builds
capabilities to create and produce architectural forms with high scalability potential and which deliver
the value functions that need to be executed in order to satisfy the need of the electricity consumer to
have access to electricity instantaneously. Historically, solar innovation leading enterprises have
developed and produced new ways to deliver two of the three value functions in the power sector,
because the third function of delivering the electricity when the electricity consumer demands has been
assumed by the electric grid and the operators of the electric grid. The system operator has performed
the function of reliably delivering the electricity when the electricity consumer demands it. Namely, the
system operator has leveraged the generation diversity, access to peaking plants, and
interconnectedness of the system to successfully deliver electricity reliably to the electricity consumer.
However, developing and producing a widget that could be produced at scale, conveniently, and cost
effectively performs all of the three value functions to satisfy the electricity costumer needs will
generate a value creation advantage. There are some solar technologies being developed in university
research labs and by early stage startups which are getting closer to delivering the three value functions
to the electricity consumer, for example there are some technologies that are using catalysis or novel
photovoltaic hydrogen and oxygen separation technologies.
The ideal timeless and technology neutral characteristics that define the solar innovation
leading enterprise are:
e Has the capabilities to develop and produce an architectural form with high scalability potential and
that can ultimately satisfy the electricity customer's needs by delivering three value functions which
are: to provide access to sunlight, convert the sunlight to electricity, and deliver electricity to the
electricity consumer when the consumer demands it. In layman's terms the ideal solar innovation
leading enterprise will have the ability to construct and produce a highly scalable black box which
captures all the required sunlight to produce the electricity needed by the electricity consumer and
deliver to the consumer at the instants he/she wants it.
* The ideal solar innovation leading enterprise would gain access to the resources it requires and be
able to grow the capabilities that will enable it to produce the black box. The solar innovation
leading enterprise has to be able to exchange the black box for most of the economic rents which
are dependent on how much the electricity consumer is willing to pay for each unit of energy
delivered, combined with the subsidies available.
The market opportunity for the solar innovation leading enterprise is large and growing rapidly as
countries demand more environmentally friendly sources of energy. The solar innovation leading
enterprise should have an opportunity to capture a significant portion of all the investments into new
renewable energy projects worldwide. According to the IEA and some of the policy scenarios they
present, the world will invest close to $5.7 trillion between 2010 and 2035 to build renewable energy
generation sources [20]. The opportunity is not just limited to satisfy the needs to introduce renewables,
but many of the opportunities will be created by just satisfying the growth in electricity demand
worldwide. In 2008, the world consumed as a whole 20,181 TWh of electricity. The biggest consumer of
electricity was the U.S., it consumed 4,344 TWh in 2008. It was followed by China, which consumed
3,457 TWh [28]. Furthermore, developing countries like China are aggressively demanding new energy
generation capacity in order to satisfy their growing electricity needs. The China State Grid Corp expects
to install 500GW of capacity between 2011 and 2015 just to meet growing demand [29]. Moreover, the
Chinese government has expressed their interest to install 10 GW of solar by 2015 and 50 GW by 2020
[30]. The world demand for electricity and renewable energy will only continue to rise as emerging
markets continue to develop and increase their demand for electricity.
The solar innovation leading enterprise's ability to develop and produce the new scalable
architectural forms and create value, places the solar innovation leading enterprise in a unique position
to influence the value network portion of the solar innovation cluster shown in Figure 5. Namely, it can
influence the cluster by creating opportunities for established entities or create new supportive entities
such as suppliers and service provides. As the solar innovation enterprise grows, it can support more
employees and store more knowhow inside the region. The knowhow is stored by retaining a very
specific talent, knowledge, and skill pool inside the solar innovation leading enterprise. The solar
innovation leading enterprise can grow enough to attract talent from outside the cluster and bring these
individuals to the cluster. Initially the solar innovation leading enterprise takes advantage of the
complementary network in the cluster, but as it grows the solar innovation leading enterprise can begin
to contribute and influence the complementary network, for example it can make donations, provide
jobs, or even pay taxes that could ultimately enhance the standing of a university.
Figure 5 - Solar innovation enterprise shaping the value network portion of cluster (Created by
Author).
The Impact of the new Solar Innovation Leading Enterprises on the Clusters
The emergence of a new solar innovation leading enterprise can change the value network
portion of the cluster. Studying the cases of the emergence of First Solar and Sun Power, new solar
innovation enterprises, in the U.S. provided us some insights into how the emergence of solar
innovation leading enterprises can change the solar innovation cluster and into solar innovation
dynamics. First Solar was a successful solar innovation leading enterprise which developed and
produced cadmium telluride (CdTe) modules at scale, an alternative architectural form which converted
sunlight to electricity with impressive scalability potential for the time. Before the emergence of First
Solar, between 1990 and 1998 the worldwide market share of crystalline silicon solar cells including
single, poly, ribbon, and concentrator grew from 67.5% 1990 to 86.3% in 1998. Similarly, in the U.S. the
dominance of the crystalline silicon solar cells grew from 90% in 1990 to 93% in 1998 [31]. From the
1970's through 2005, crystalline silicon cells dominated the market. European, Japanese, and U.S.
companies led the manufacturing of crystalline silicon solar cells and the demand was mostly created by
installations in these three regions. The solar cell leaders were Sanyo and Sharp, some entrepreneurial
companies like Q-cells and other American companies like SunPower and Powerlight over time fell
behind the German and Asian companies [32].
A new solar innovation enterprise can spark the creation of a new cluster. A solar innovation
cluster emerged in the Silicon Valley with two solar innovation leading enterprises at the forefront. The
two solar innovation leading enterprises were developing and scaling the production of the crystalline
sillicon solar cell. The crystalline silicon cell was the most popular architectural form at the time, its
functionally enabled access of a free energy form like sunlight and the conversion of sunlight to
electricity. SunPower was founded in 1985 in Palo Alto California by Dr. Richard Swanson a professor of
electrical engineering at Stanford. Dr. Swanson was awarded grants from the Electric Power Research
Institute EPRI and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to support his research on solar cells. The intial
customer base for SunPower was unusual, it included customers like NASA who relied on SunPower's
cells for the world's first solar-powered aircraft, the High-Altitude, Long Endurance (HALE) UAV Project.
By the end of the 1990s SunPower and Powerlight had become the U.S. leaders in crystalline silicon cell
development and production [33]. The establishment of SunPower in San Jose California and Powerlight
in Berkley California in close proximity to one another, signaled the emergence of first solar innovation
cluster in the U.S., the crystalline silicon cluster in the Bay Area [34]. Initially Powerlight led in the
commercial market and it achieved the first solar commercial installation in the U.S., a 200-kilowatt
(kW) solar-powered system at the Mauna Lani Resort in Hawaii. From its conception, Powerlight
adopted a vertically integrated model, it produced the technology and developed capabilities to execute
on the installation of the system. In 2007, SunPower and Powerlight merged and retained the name
SunPower [33].
The research and knowhow accumulated in the complementary network and the value portion
network of the solar innovation cluster contains much of the knowhow required for new solar
innovation leading enterprises to emerge. The early research conducted in universities, research labs,
and industry on alternative architectural forms which enable access to sunlight energy and convert
sunlight to electricity established the foundation needed for the emergence of new solar innovation
leading enterprises focused on new thin film technologies. The Department of Energy (DOE) first
established the thin film partnership project sometime between 1992 and 1994. The thin film project
was established as an extension of the previous thin film work done at the Solar Research Energy
Institute which later became National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). The research conducted for
the thin film partnership project was cost shared between industry and the DOE, teams were usually
made up of 5-10 NREL researchers, 15-25 university scientists, and 10-20 industry scientists and
technologists. The thin film project brought together industry, academia, and the national laboratories
to conduct research on a broad range of thin film technologies including cadmium telluride (CdTe),
copper indium (di)selenide (CIS), and amorphous silicon (a-Si). The research conductuted in this project
leveraged the university research being conducted at the time. Many of the companies which joined the
project ended up being successful, some of the successful companies include First Solar (CdTe) and
UniSolar (a-Si) [35, 36].
The locational preference of the founder has a great impact on the location where the solar
innovation leading enterprise emerges. The location the founder picks is important, because during its
infancy stages the solar innovation leading enterprise relies heavily on its local environment. The
emergence of First Solar as an industry leading solar innovation leading enterprise was rocky at best.
The company that is now known as First Solar, was founded by Harold McMaster in 1984. Mr.
McMaster founded GlassTech Solar with backing from 57 local investors in Toledo Ohio. Prior to starting
GlassTech Solar, McMaster enjoyed iconic status in Toledo. His reputation as a locally regarded
innovator started with the creation GlassTech in 1971. His ability to grow GlassTech into a leader in the
automotive glass industry further solidyfied his reputation. GlassTech became well known locally and
built a reputation in the glass industry by developing tempered glass innovations. During its first five
years, GlassTech Solar used up more than $12 million to develop amorphous silicon cells with limited
success. In 1990, McMaster decided to completely change course and transform GlassTech Solar into
Solar Cells Inc (SCI). Surprisingly, he was able to raise another $15 million which included $2 million of
his own money. McMaster took a completely new direction with SCI, he focused on the development
and production of solar cells made out of cadmium and tellurium rather than sticking to the
amourphous silicon technology. In 1999, True North Partners purchased the controlling share SCI,
continued its steady investment into the company, and transformed it into what it is today, First Solar
[37]. To this date, First Solar still operates its orginal manufacturing plant in Toledeo Ohio, but it has
changed the location of its headquaters to Tempe AZ the location of Harold McMaster's second home
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Figure 6 - Architectural form alternatives to delivering on two of the three value functions (Created by
Author).
The success and failure of the solar innovation leading enterprise will be partially driven by how
it develops capabilities and acquires resources the required to develop and exploit the high scalability
potential of the architectural form. As shown in Figure 6, First Solar had developed a viable alternative
to the dominant architectural form at the time, crystalline silicon. Crystalline Silicon as an architectural
form enabled access to the sunlight's energy and converted sunlight to electricity. Not only did SCI (now
First Solar) master the development of an alternative architectural form to the standard at the time
(crystalline silicon), but it came up with a more efficient manufacturing process that took advantage of
many of the properties of the architectural form. In 1998, after investing many years of research,
scientists and engineers at SCI perfected a technique that allowed them to deposit cadmium and
tellurium layers on a two foot by four foot glass substrate in less than 30 seconds. At that point in time
BP, SCI's closest competitor was able to achieve similar deposition results in more than 6 hours [35].
With the achieved throughput rates at that point in time, First Solar had developed a production
technique that had the potential to change the industry, but it was not until 2004 when their impact on
the industry began to unfold.
The market conditions coupled with the new solar innovation leading enterprise's ability to
navigate the opportunities and threats and build the resources required to succeed, will determine the
size of the impact the solar innovation leading enterprise will have on the industry. Between 2006 and
2010, a total of 34.15 GW of solar capacity had been installed worldwide and by 2010 First Solar had
built the manufacturing capacity to produce 1.4 GW of solar modules per year [18]. During this time,
the growth in the marketplace was large enough to continue to support crystalline silicon companies
and allow for the growth of First Solar. The decade spent by SCI, now First Solar, to reach the point
where it could produce a two-foot by four-foot cell in less than 30 seconds had paid off. The glass
deposition technique perfected by First Solar has given them the ability to achieve a competitive and
cost advantage. Their competitive advantage has been derived from their production techniques and
their ability to continue to increase the panel's efficiency while maintaining the same manufacturing
throughput they achieved in 1999. Between 2002 and 2010, they improved their manufacturing
techniques and improved the efficiency of solar modules they manufactured at scale from 7.1% in 2002
to 11.3% in 2010. Today, they use a high rate vapor transport deposition (HRVTD) to deposit a uniform
layer of CdTe in less than 40 seconds on 8 square feet piece of tempered glass [38].
The industry and market conditions affect how the solar innovation leading enterprise evolves
over time. First Solar's timing could not have been better, First Solar took advantage of the increases in
demand by European countries and the drastic increases in the price of polysilicon caused by polysilicon
shortages. To date, the demand for solar panels has been mostly driven by Germany, Spain, Italy, and
Japan. As of 2010, these four countries had installed 70% of the total worldwide solar capacity.
Between 2006 and 2010, Germany drove the world's demand for PV panels by subsidizing more than 14
GW of installed capacity, followed by Spain with 3.6 GW, Italy with 3.5 GW, and finally Japan with 1.9
GW. Moreover, the shortage in supply caused the spot price of solar grade polysilicon to go up from
$25/kg to $500/kg between 2004 and 2008. The shortage of solar grade polysilicon and high demand for
solar installers pushed up crystalline silicon panel costs and installation costs [39] .
Properties of the architectural form give advantages and disadvantages to the solar innovation
leading enterprise in different markets. First Solar produced a lower efficiency panel at a much lower
cost. It was able to produce at lower cost, because of the capability they had built over many years to
exploit some of the scalability attributes of the architectural form. First Solar found a niche in the large
scale installation market, where the amount of space used in an installation was not as cost prohibitive
as in the amount of space used in a residential or commercial installation. In 2005, the efficiency for First
Solar's panels was only 9.0%, overtime First Solar increased efficiency of its solar panels between 0.3
and 0.5% until they achieved 11.3% efficiency in 2010. The crystalline silicon competing solar innovation
leading enterprises at the time offered panels with higher efficiencies, between 16% to 22% efficiency,
and a higher overall cost for the capacity. At the time, the advantage of using a crystalline silicon panel
over a cadmium telluride panel in an installation was that with the same amount of capacity could be
achieved by using between 60% and 25% less space.
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Figure 7 - First Solar disruption of large scale market (installations of 1OOkW+) (a) Price of module
against cummulative production [40] (b) Total installation costs vs. time [27] (c) Annual worldwide
installed capacity for 1OOkW+ installations [27] (Created by Author).
Figure 7 shows how First Solar radical innovation impacted the large scale or utility scale global
market. As shown in Figure 7 (a), the thin film cadmium telluride panels being produced by First Solar
came into the market place on a different price trajectory from crystalline silicon. According to First
Solar, in 2004 they were selling their panels at $2.94/Watt and were able to reduce panel prices to
$1.29/Watt by 2007. In 2007 demand for high-grade silicon had raised the cost of producing silicon
panels to between $2.50/Watt to $3.00/Watt [41] . First Solar was able to produce panels that where at
least 40% cheaper than the competing silicon panels. Figure 7 (b) shows how the installation costs in
large projects rising for both CdTe thin-film panels and crystalline silicon panels. They rose in part
because of the demand and shortage of qualified solar installers to execute on these projects. However,
the overall installation costs for cadmium telluride thin film projects remained below crystalline silicon
projects and continued to be less expensive through 2010. Figure 7 (c) shows how First Solar began
overtaking a significant portion of the global large scale market in 2008 and by 2010 it had more market
share in the large scale market than all other crystalline silicon companies combined.
Incumbent solar innovation leading enterprises focused on older technologies at the time were
able to survive even when being attacked by a solar innovation leading enterprise with a radical
innovation. The growth of the subsidized European market and the fragmentation of the market to
residential, commercial, and large or utility scale allowed many of the incumbent and the new solar
innovation leading enterprises to survive. In fact, a significant portion of the worldwide demand
between 2006 and 2010 was satisfied by Chinese crystalline silicon solar cell manufacturers. They
produced all the elements required to construct a crystalline silicon solar panel. Many Chinese
companies developed capabilities across the value chain, from the production of polysilicon all the way
to the production of the solar cell. Chinese companies like SunTech Power, Yingli Green Energy, and
Trina Solar emerged as the Chinese leaders in the production of crystalline silicon panels [42].
Chinese companies dominance extended across the value chain from the production of the
polysilicon to the production of the solar panels and solar cell. In 2010, Chinese companies produced
33% of the world polysilicon (49,691kg of polysilicon), they produced 52% of the worlds wafers (10.82
GW of wafers), and produced 50% of the worlds crystalline silicon cell (10.4 GW of cells) [43]. The
production process for crystalline silicon panels is more time and labor intensive, but the cells are much
more efficient (between 16%-22%). Multicrystalline panels, the most popular out of the crystalline
silicon panels, can be produced various ways, but the most popular involves pouring molten silicon into
a mold which solidifies into an ingot. Multicrystalline cells are different than single crystalline cells, they
have more impurities which causes them to have a lower efficiency. The mold used to grow
multicrystalline ingots tends to be square. Once cooled, the ingot is removed from the mold and cut
into wafers. Finally these wafers are converted into solar cells which are assembled into a frame or a
solar panel [44].
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Figure 8 - Gross margins for First Solar (CdTe) and Sun Power (c-Si) (Created by Author using [45])
The competitive advantage of the attacking solar innovation leading enterprise is dependent on
the enterprise's ability to develop a new architectural form and to exploit its high scalability potential.
The competitive advantage of new solar leading innovation enterprises like First Solar, hinges on their
ability to innovate radically. At some point in time, the radical innovation allows attacking innovation
leading enterprises like First Solar to capture higher margins than some of the incumbent solar
innovation leading enterprises, which leads to the accumulation of cash and market power. As shown in
Figure 8, First Solar has achieved higher gross margins, closer to 50% between 2005 and 2010, than
those of the incumbent solar innovation leading enterprise, SunPower. SunPower's gross margin
oscillated between 20% and 30% in 2005 and 2010. The higher gross margins are a byproduct of First
Solar's competitive advantage. The competitive advantage and the higher gross margins have allowed
First Solar to retain more earnings than Sun Power, giving First Solar the opportunity to retain more cash
than Sun Power and have more flexibility to invest in production facilities to satisfy market demand.
Figure 9, shows the significance of the retained earning advantage by First Solar. For the fiscal year 2010
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Figure 9 - Retained earnings for First Solar (CdTe) and Sun Power (c-Si) (Created by Author using [45])
The shifts in market power and value capture affect the value network portion of the solar
clusters where these leading companies reside. The new architectural form adopted by the emerging
leading solar companies such as First Solar, required them to use completely new manufacturing
processes and new materials. The need for new equipment which can support the new manufacturing
processes and the need for new materials creates opportunities for new suppliers and for change in the
supply chain. The emergence of an attacking solar innovation leading enterprise that becomes a market
leader creates market competition for the established suppliers and changes the supplier dynamics. It
can increase need for new technologies to support new manufacturing processes and new materials,
while decreasing need for old manufacturing technologies and old materials. Figure 10 highlights the
differences between the production processes required to manufacture crystalline silicon cells in an
incumbent solar innovation leading enterprise such as Sun Power, versus the process utilized to
manufacture CdTe solar cells in a new solar leading innovation leading enterprise like First Solar. The
new processes and materials used affect the selection of suppliers, for example, Applied Materials,
located in close proximity to the leading c-Si company SunPower, dominates in the sales of equipment
used to manufacture c-Si and a-Si. However, First Solar relies on a German company such as Von
Ardenne to source their manufacturing equipment [46]. Such fundamental differences in manufacturing
processes generate very different requirements for the production equipment and create opportunities
for completely different suppliers. The need for different material and manufacturing equipment has a
big impact on some of the biggest protagonists in the value network portion of the cluster, the supplier.
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Figure 10 - Comparison of materials used and manufacturing process for CdTe and c-Si (Created by
Author using [47] and [48])
The market competition between the incumbent solar innovation leading enterprise and the
emerging solar innovation leading enterprise can create changes in the distribution channel structure,
I
which affects the composition of the cluster. In 2006, when SunPower acquired Powerlight it decided
to adopt SunPower's vertically integrated strategy, a strategy where SunPower extended its capabilities
to be able to install their crystalline silicon panels. At that point in time integrating vertically was a
means used by SunPower to defend its margins when faced with increased competition [49]. As shown
in Figure 11, First Solar surpassed SunPower in 2010 in its sourcing potential power. The sourcing
potential was calculated by adding the capital expenditures (CAPEX) and the cost of goods sold (COGS).
The sourcing potential values for First Solar exceeded those of Sun Power. Shifts in sourcing power
amongst solar innovation leading enterprises impact their suppliers and the value network portion of
the cluster. Furthermore, the attributes of the architectural form do not only impact the suppliers, but
they create new opportunities for the service providers upstream. First Solar introduced a much
cheaper and lower efficiency panels, which at the time was the best option for large scale installations in
places where land was relatively inexpensive. The capabilities required to execute on a utility scale
installation are very different than those required in a residential installation. The differences are many
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Figure 11 - Changes in distribution channel structure and supplier structure caused by market and
sourcing dominance (Created by Author using [45])
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As shown by studying the cases of First Solar and Sun Power, to this day the two most
successful American companies in the solar industry, the solar innovation leading enterprise has the
ability to impact the value network portion of the cluster. The location of the company combined with
the inherent properties of the innovation can have very different effects on value network portion of the
solar innovation clusters. The emergence of a solar innovation leading enterprise with a radical,
modular, or architectural innovation can change an established cluster or create a completely new
cluster. Whether a new cluster emerges or changes an established cluster will depend on where the
solar innovation leading enterprise emerges. As it was the case for Sun Power and Powerlight, they both
emerged in the Silicon Valley and established a crystalline silicon innovation cluster in the Silicon Valley.
SunPower and Powerlight enjoyed many of the advantages of other adjacent industries such as the
semiconductor industry. Another solar innovation cluster emerged in Toledo Ohio, sparked by the
establishment of First Solar and similarly First Solar enjoyed some of the advantages provided by other












Figure 12 - Solar cluster change model based on emergence of radical type of solar innovation leading
enterprise (Created by Author).
Figure 12 shows a solar innovation cluster change model which presents the impact of the emergence of
new solar innovation leading enterprise on the solar innovation cluster. Solar innovation clusters will
change and form according to where the solar innovation leading innovation leading enterprise
emerges. As it was shown by the Sun Power and First Solar cases the founders and the local
environment play a crucial role in the emergence of these solar innovation leading enterprises.
Established Cluster New Cluster
Changing Forming
Established Cluster Non Cluster
Reinforcing Forming
Emergence of the Local Innovation Leading Enterprise as Local Solar
Innovation Tribe
Most solar innovation leading enterprises have started as innovation tribes or as informal
innovation groups. These solar innovation tribes tend to start and spill over from adjacent industries or
academia. The tribes tend to emerge as naturally forming groups in professional environments.
Professional environments are places where people spend most of their time, at least 40 hours of our
week. The professional environment is an ideal place for people to build deeper relationships and trust.
It is a place where people can get an objective understanding for other individual's professional abilities
and talents. The professional environment is a place that provides continuous opportunities to meet
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Figure 13 - Past professional environments of employees who joined SoloPower within the first three
years of founding (Created by Author using [50] and company websites).
SoloPower is an emerging solar innovation leading enterprise in its early stages. It has the
potential to become the next industry leader, but it could also as easily dissolve. SoloPower is
developing and producing the copper indium gallium (di)selenide (CIGS) architectural form at scale.
Similar to CdTe, the properties of the CIGS architectural form allows for some scalability advantages
which could be exploited. The scalability advantages of CIGS companies were well received by the
venture capital community. Between 2005 and 2010, the venture capital community invested over $2.5
billion in seven different companies focusing on the development and production of CIGS technology.
During the same time period, over $1.2 billion was invested into solar thermal technology companies,
more than $700 million in concentrated photovoltaics (CPV) companies, and less than $300 million on
companies developing and producing other architectural forms such as organics, CdTe, thin crystalline
silicon, and other thin film technologies [27] [51]. Based on the investment trends exhibited by the
venture capital community, it could be speculated that venture capital as a community was betting on
one or more CIGS companies to emerge as the next leader in the solar industry.
SoloPower started as a tribe within NuTool. After SoloPower was established as a company a
second tribe from Hitachi Global Storage joined forces with the initial tribe from NuTool . SoloPower
was started by Dr. Bulent Basol and Homayoun Talieh after leaving NuTool. NuTool was a
semiconductor electroplating and polishing equipment company started in 2000 by Mr. Talieh. NuTool
was acquired by ASM International in 2004. In 2000, Dr. Basol joined Mr. Talieh's company as a Board
Member and Chief Technology Officer [52]. SoloPower located in the Silicon Valley in the same area
where the founders were residing at the time and where Mr. Talieh started NuTool. When Mr. Talieh
and Dr.Basol started SoloPower, they brought their innovation tribe with them. At least three other
colleagues from NuTool joined them at SoloPower, as it is shown in Figure 13.
Based on the ability to observe people's career moves using Linked In, we observed that the
initial solar innovation tribe which became SoloPower was composed of the founders Mr. Talieh and
Dr.Basol, the current V.P. of Research, the Director of Cell Interconnects, and the Director of Flex
Material Development at SoloPower. In the first two years, two tribes joined SoloPower, a wave of 5
employees left ASM NuTool and a wave of 7 employees left Hitachi Global Storage to join SoloPower in
its early stages. Two naturally and self organized tribes that formed in professional environments
mobilized and joined forces at SoloPower to form and serve as the initial employees of a solar
innovation leading enterprise. Both tribes were formed in local companies that were developing
technology, such as storage and semiconductor manufacturing equipment. The knowhow required to
work in these companies was in many ways complementary to the capabilities required to develop and
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Figure 14 - Past professional environments of employees who joined MegaWatt Solar within the first
three years of founding (Created by Author using [50] and company websites).
Similar trends were observed in a different location, the Research Triangle in North Carolina.
Another batch of enterprises with the characteristics of a solar innovation leading enterprise developing
a different architectural form from CIGS, Concentrated Photovoltaics (CPV), had similar employee
migration trends as the SoloPower case. The case of MegaWatt Solar showed that the formation of
solar innovation tribes is not limited to a technology or a location. In the case of MegaWatt Solar, a tribe
was formed by three professors from the University of North Carolina. The three professors later
established MegaWatt Solar. Figure 14 shows the tribal movement of Dr. Christopher Clemens, Dr.
Charles Evans, and Dr. Russel Taylor into MegaWatt Solar.
In the MegaWatt Solar case, the solar innovation tribe assembled within the confines of an
educational institution within the local environment. Educational institutions tend to be common places
for nurturing the formation and emergence of solar innovation tribes. For example, Dr. Richard
Swanson's, founded his company SunPower after working at Stanford for nearly ten years on solar cells
[53]. The university is just a different type of professional environment, similar in many ways to a
company, where people get the opportunity to build deeper relationships, trust, and get an objective
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Figure 15 - Past professional environments of employees who joined NuvoSun within the first three
years of founding (Created by Author using [50] and company websites ).
The case of NuvoSun Solar, another CIGS company in the Silicon Valley, is slightly different from
the SoloPower and MegaWatt Solar cases. The founding tribe defected from another CIGS solar startup
in the area called Miasole to start NuvoSun. Mr. Dave Pearson, the tribal leader, left with another three
Miasole employees to start Nuvosun in January of 2008. Before he started NuvoSun, Mr. Pearson
founded Miasole in 2001 and served as its President and CEO [54]. As shown in Figure 15, he gathered a
tribe at Miasole composed of Dr. Art Wall the current V.P. of Process Development at NuvoSun, Bruce
Hachtman the Sr. V.P. of Engineering at NuvoSun, and Dr. Denis Hollars the current CTO at NuvoSun. The
tribe which began NuvoSun emerged under different circumstances than those which led to the
formation of the SoloPower and Megawatt Solar tribes. The NuvoSun tribe defected from a startup
working on the same technology as the new company the tribe founded.
The tribal organization that took place in the launches of MegaWatt Solar, Solopower, and
Miasole show that people like to start companies with people that they met in a professional
environment. People will start companies with people that have similar professional interests and who
they respect and trust professionally. Professional trust is not automatic, it takes time to build. The
work environment and universities are great places for people to learn about each other, gain insight
into each others abilities, and discover common interests. It's not just the local environment, but places
that bring people to build deeper relationships that have sparked the creation solar innovation tribes
which overtime can be transformed into solar innovation leading enterprises. In the case of Nuvosun,
Solopower, and Megawatt Solar the tribes left their previous more established job to start new
companies. In all three cases the people in the tribes had to feel enough confidence to leave and start a
new company. Many local factors like culture for startups, local support systems, and access to
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opportunities might build the confidence to leave, while others like high unemployment and high
mortgage payments might keep them from leaving.
The cases Nuvosun, SoloPower, and Megawatt solar are nice case studies which highlight how
three solar innovation tribes formed and how they transformed into solar innovation leading
enterprises. To test the proposition that the solar innovation leading enterprise starts as a tribe or
informal organization in the professional environments, 28 cases of solar innovation leading enterprises
were analyzed. The 28 cases analyzed were all the CPV, CdTe, CIGS and Organic solar companies had
been characterized as solar innovation leading enterprises over the past ten years. Using a variety of
data sources including Linked In, the companies' websites, and news articles we determined whether or
not two or more of founders or the early stage employees had worked together in a professional
environment at some point in their careers.
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CPV, CdTe, CIGS, Organic Solar Innovation Leading Enterprise
Figure 16 -The case for the solar innovation tribe - where founders and/or early stage employees
worked together before joining all identified CPV,CdTe, CIGS, and Organic - Solar Innovation Leading
Enterprises between 2001 and 2011 (Created by Author compiled used multiple sources including
[50], company websites, and news articles).
As shown in Figure 16, out of the 28 cases analyzed 16 had at least two early stage employees or
founders that had worked together in a previous professional environment. In fact, 44% of these
employees or founders had worked at the same time in universities, another 44% overlapped in a
company, and finally the remaining 12% was split equally amongst people that had both worked
together at a national laboratory & company and national laboratory & university. For two of the 28
cases, the solar innovation tribe was formed by two early stage employees or founders who were
members of the same family or extended family, a type of relationship initially overlooked. For the
remaining 10 unknown cases, we were not able to find enough public information to either prove or
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disprove that at least two early stage employees or founders had overlapped in a professional
environment or were somehow related.
The emergence of a new solar innovation leading enterprise which has the potential to become
an industry leader tends to start with the formation of a solar innovation tribe in a professional
environment or by family ties. As it was shown in the case of NuvoSun, Solopower, Megawatt Solar the
solar innovation tribes acquire more employees as they evolve. If these solar innovation tribes are
successful, they can become a solar leading innovation enterprise which defines a new cluster or
transforms an established cluster. The understanding of solar innovation cluster dynamics begins with
the understanding of the solar innovation leading enterprise and how that enterprise forms. We have
showed that most of the times the solar innovation leading enterprises began as solar innovation tribes.
There are still a couple of unanswered questions: How do these tribes become solar innovation leading
enterprises? Is it really through building of capabilities and the acquisition of resources?
Essential Resources and Dynamic Capabilities for the Solar Innovation Tribe
"Most of the obstacles (with our startup) were related to trying to align the product with the market. Our
initial idea of doing concentrators, attractive as it was on paper just did not materialize in the market.
We kept the company alive by doing special projects like making the solar cellfor NASA. We realized
that the industry was headed towards flat panels rather than concentrators." Dr. Richard Swanson
Founder of SunPower [53]
"We were looking enviously upon the industry, yee it would be nice if we could raise 150 million dollars to
build afactory and see if we can compete, but nobody was going to give us 150 million dollars until we
met up with Cypress (Cypress Semiconductor Corp .) and SunPower changed at that point. I kinda think of
SunPower B.C. before Cypress and A.C. after Cypress. We really got the scent at that point and we found
a company that believed in us.... " Dr. Richard Swanson Founder of SunPower [53]
Once a tribe defects its previous professional environment, it brings with it people which greatly
influence its initial growth and development. As shown in the cases of NuvoSun, MegaWatt Solar, and
SoloPower the tribe continued to attract knowhow from other companies or academic institutions in the
form of people. To become a successful solar innovation leading enterprise, the startup will need to find
opportunities and react to threats. As Dr. Richard Swanson the founder of SunPower elaborated in his
interview, he identified a large opportunity for SunPower within an emerging flat panel market and
smaller market opportunity performing work for NASA. Initially they chose to work with NASA and take
on the smaller opportunity, because that allowed them to develop their technology and survive.
Resources are another important ingredient to fuel the growth of the solar innovation leading
enterprise. The most liquid and flexible resource for the founders tends to come in the form of
investment. As Dr. Richard Swanson, founder of SunPower hinted, SunPower needed investment to
survive and build a factory, but it wasn't only monetary support they were seeking. They were seeking
another intangible resource like a formal confirmation to build confidence. As Dr. Richard Swanson put
it SunPower needed a company that believed in them.
"How can we drive the cost down (in order to increase adoption)?..... We were trying to understand what
is the driver of cost in the renewable energy area within solar and the answer was throughput. In other
words you couldn't make the solar panels fast enough to be inexpensive no matter what they were made
out of, therefore the price was too high, therefore nobody would adopt them, therefore solar it is not a
solution. So the approach then is to drive down the cost by increasing throughput... Looking at
manufacturing paradigms, again not even thinking about the technology. What is the fastest
manufacturing paradigm? and the answer is printing. You can print something faster than you can do
almost anything else .... So the idea was could we print our solar cells? We began looking for
technologies that would allow us to use printable approaches, in other words solution based light
absorbing materials that's the genesis of the company. So it's very top down focused and we used some
bottoms up thinking in terms of how to tackle particular issues, but we were not a technology looking for
a market, we were a market looking for a technology " Dr. Brian Sager founder of NanoSolar [55]
For the case of NanoSolar, Dr. Sager viewed the initial opportunity in a differently than Dr.
Richard Swanson. The founders Dr. Brian Sager and Dr. Martin Rocheisen were looking for an
architectural form that could be manufactured using printing techniques. They envisioned great market
opportunities for NanoSolar if they could find an architectural form that would allow them to have a
high production throughput. The NanoSolar founders expected the high production throughput to lead
them to lower costs over time. Sager thought that if the costs could be lowered enough the opportunity
for solar adoption would be much larger. In the case of Nanosolar, one of the key resources they
needed and acquired was the intellectual property. In 2004 they licensed patents for the CIGS
architectural form from Dr. Bulent Basol an early pioneer in CIGS technology and the founder of
SoloPower [56]. They licensed intellectual property from the founder of a local competing company. In
July of 2002, they received local resources in the form of investment and expertise from the founders of
Google and a set of experienced angel investors in the area [56].
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Figure 17 - Resources and capabilities needed by local solar innovation tribe (Created by Author).
In the early stages of the local tribe, it tends to rely on local knowhow to evolve into a better
positioned solar innovation leading enterprise. Much of the knowhow required by these companies is
quite tacit, therefore an efficient way to acquire the tacit knowledge is by attracting individuals into the
company with the specific knowhow required. As it was shown in Figure 13, Figure 14, and Figure 15,
most of the time people from the region, with the desired skills joined the solar innovation leading
enterprise. In the cases of NuvoSun and SoloPower, the people who came into the firm in its early stages
were local, with the exception of recent graduates from schools in foreign locations. In the case of
MegaWatt Solar, the initial hires were composed of a mix of local and foreign people to the location
where the company established.
The local tribes, which tend to form in professional environments, in order to be successful must
identify opportunities and threats. The members of the tribe must effectively react to them. They can
react to the opportunities and threats by gaining access to resources and integrating knowhow to grow
into a leading solar innovation entity as shown in Figure 17. The opportunities, support, and knowhow
these solar innovation leading enterprises require changes as the enterprise evolves over time. Initially
as the tribes defect from professional environments, they find opportunities. These opportunities tend
to be identified by the founders and tend to involve a vision of an initial small market for survival, as it
was the case for SunPower, which eventually leads to the larger market opportunity. In their early
stages these enterprises tend to rely on local support to transform the solar innovation tribe into a solar
innovation leading enterprise. Investment is an important resource, but it is not the only resource
needed. Access to human networks, advice, intellectual property, and validation are amongst some of
the other intangible, but important resources that these tribes seek. The local knowhow plays a crucial
role in the transformation of the tribe into a more established enterprise. Many of the times the
knowhow needed comes into the solar innovation tribe in the form of people.
Evolution of Capabilities and Resources Required by Solar Innovation Tribe to
become an Established Solar Innovation Leading Enterprise
Founders use their local environment to transform their solar innovation tribe to a solar
innovation leading enterprise. First Solar (at the time GlassTech Solar ) relied on 57 local investors in
Toledo Ohio to get started. The founder of SunPower went to a local semiconductor company, Cypress
Semiconductor, not only to raise money, but to gain some credibility and validation. At NanoSolar, the
founders raised money from local angel investors including local experienced investors and the founders
of Google. The local environment plays an important role, it supports the tribe's ability to evolve into
more established enterprises. The founders and the tribe rely on local financial resources in the early
stages of the company formation, but as they build a reputation their ability to raise capital from foreign
investors increases. As shown in Figure 18, based on the information gathered from all the cases we
identified of tribes focusing on the development and production of CPV, CIGS, CdTe, or organic
architectural forms, we found these tribes relied mostly on local investors for their angel and seed
rounds. After their angel and seed rounds, when the solar innovation leading enterprises raised money
in a Series A round, mostly relied on firms that have a local office close to the startup's location. As the
solar innovation leading enterprises continued to raise money in the later stage rounds, from a Series B
all the way through Pre-IPO capital, they relied less and less on local investors and began to leverage
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Figure 19 - Percentage of local employees who joined solar innovation leading enterprise within the
first five years of founding (Created by Author using [50] and company websites).
In the early stages, the local tribe and founders tend to acquire most of their initial knowhow
locally. For these types of companies the knowhow needed tends to be quite tacit and difficult to
transfer, an efficient way to acquire the knowhow is by bringing in people with the knowhow it needs.
For example, it took about ten years for the scientists at SCI (now First Solar) to develop a production
process that allowed SCI to deposit cadmium and tellurium layers on a two foot by four foot glass
substrate in less than 30 seconds [35]. As shown in Figure 19, even in locations like the Research Triangle
in North Carolina, where the tribe might have access to a smaller talent pool of talent compared to the
Silicon Valley, the initial tribe and employees tend to be local. As the solar innovation leading enterprise
evolves it tends to gain access to talent outside the cluster. In the cases of NuvoSun, SoloPower, and
MegaWatt Solar, the initial foreign hires were recent graduates.
The evolution of a solar innovation tribe, to a solar innovation leading enterprise, to an industry
leading company is a non-linear process. The solar innovation leading enterprise's reactions to
opportunities and threats, their ability to acquire resources, and their ability to acquire knowhow and
learn can have a big impact on how the enterprise evolves. Initially the solar innovation tribe tends to
rely on local knowhow and resources, but over time as it establishes a reputation it is able to attract
external support and import external knowhow. The initial opportunities can be local or non local, in
the case of many of these solar innovation companies they had to adapt and chase opportunities
outside their region in order to survive. For example SunPower, worked with NASA on small projects and
many of the leading solar companies had to take advantage of market opportunities in locations with












Figure 20 - Evolution of model of solar innovation tribes into solar innovation leading enterprises
(Created by Author).
As the solar innovation leading enterprise grows it relies on larger opportunities and gains
access to other means by which to acquire knowhow, like acquisitions and global recruiting. SunPower
gained knowhow and some of the capabilities needed for vertical integration by acquiring Powerlight
[34]. Figure 20 shows a model of the changes in resources, opportunities, and knowhow required for the
evolution of the local tribe to a solar innovation leading enterprise. The lack of opportunities and heavy
competition for opportunities can halt or slow the evolution of the solar innovation tribe. The funding
support these solar innovation leading enterprises receive is an important component needed to be able
to establish the production capacity necessary for them to gain market share and revenues.
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Figure 21 - VC/Angel investment for solar innovation leading enterprises developing CIGS, CdTe, CPV,
organic, c-Si architectural forms between 2001 and 2011 by cluster location (Created by Author using
[21, 27] and company websites).
The location where the solar leading innovation enterprise emerges facilitates the firm's ability
to raise capital. Solar innovation leading enterprises have used local capital in their early stages and tend
to use higher levels of non-local capital during their later stages. Access to early local capital serves as a
platform to attract the future capital required to grow. Having access to early stage capital provides
some long term advantages. Locations which have more mature and established early investment
support systems tend to create a short term and long term advantages for the solar innovation leading
enterprise. As shown in Figure 21, the solar innovation leading enterprises located in the Silicon Valley
cluster in California have attracted the most local investment and foreign investment. San Jose-San
Francisco CA, Boston MA, and New York NY have the highest concentrations of venture capital main
offices in the U.S.. In 2005 the San Francisco-San Jose CA region had 21.6% of all main venture capital
offices, New York had 18.4%, and Boston had 7.4% [57]. Conversely, solar innovation leading
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Figure 22 - Time passed between investments for percentage of investment firms within local cluster
where CdTe, CIGS, CPV, organic and c-Si company resides (Created by Author using [21, 27] and
company websites ).
Local investors in close proximity to the solar innovation leading enterprise provides some other
advantages beyond just building an investment platform that increases credibility and attracts foreign
investment. Solar innovation leading enterprises with access to more local capital tend to raise it quicker
and have to wait less between funding rounds. As shown in Figure 22, solar leading innovation
enterprises which raised capital between 2001 and 2011, waited less time between funding rounds
when there was more participation of venture capital firms with local offices. If between 68-100% of
the investment firms that participated in an investment round were in the same location as the solar
innovation leading enterprise, the solar innovation leading enterprise had to wait an average of 241
between rounds. On the other hand, when between 0-33% of the investment firms that participated in
an investment round were in the same location as the solar innovation leading enterprise, the average
wait between funding rounds was 406 days. Having accessible and local venture capital firms provides
the solar innovation leading enterprise with the ability to move faster. The ability to move faster can
serve as a competitive advantage for these solar innovation leading enterprises. The investment
infrastructure that is already in place in the complementary network of the cluster is a resource that can
be used by the solar innovation leading enterprise to adjust their path based on the opportunities and
threats.
The advantages provided by the complementary network within the cluster is not limited to
gaining access to capital faster, but it can provide the solar innovation leading enterprises more working
capital and more money in each fund raising round. The high concentration of venture capital investors
in Silicon Valley generated a competitive advantage for the CIGS solar innovation leading enterprises
located around the Silicon Valley. Between 2001 and 2011, venture capital invested in at least seven
CIGS companies including: Solyndra, SoloPower, NuvoSun, NanoSolar, Miasole, HelioVolt, and XsunX.
Out of those seven CIGS companies all of them emerged in the Silicon Valley with the exception of
HelioVolt, which emerged in Austin TX.
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Figure 23 - CIGS solar innovation leading enterprises showing segmentation of funding between Series
A and B rounds, for which transaction type information was available (Created by Author using [21],
,[27], and company websites).
Most of the CIGS solar innovation leading enterprises in the Silicon Valley had access to more
working capital, access to more cash in each funding round, and had to wait less time between rounds.
As shown in Figure 23, Solyndra, SoloPower, and NuvoSun enjoyed access to more working capital
between the Series A and Series B funding rounds. Solyndra had the highest working capital, it spent an
average $43k per day, while SoloPower and NuvoSun spent an average of $27k per day. Furthermore,
Solyndra, SoloPower, and NuvoSun had to wait the least amount of time between their Series A and
Series B rounds.
Nanosolar did not capitalize on the advantages the other CIGS enterprises experienced in the
Silicon Valley. Nanosolar had comparable wait times and average working capital between the series A
round and B rounds to Heliovolt, the Austin TX CIGS enterprise. Having access to more working capital,
access to more cash between funding rounds, and having to wait less time between rounds provide
companies with more agility to take advantage of opportunities. Agility does not always lead to success,
take for instance Solyndra. Solyndra did not succeed even though they had access to the most working
capital, the most money, and had to wait the least between their Series B after their Series A. Solyndra's
recent bankruptcy shows that having the ability to raise capital rapidly is not the only condition needed
to succeed. If the capital raised is excessive, mismanaged, and does not align with growing market
opportunities it can lead to faster failure.
The trends observed by analyzing the CIGS solar innovation leading enterprise class hold true for
the CPV solar innovation leading enterprise class as well. The enterprises located in the in the Silicon
Valley and the Los Angeles area experienced significant capital raising advantages over those located in
the Research Triangle in North Carolina. Between 2001 and 2011, venture capital invested in more than
15 CPV companies, including Amonix, GreenVolts, SolFocus, Mega Watt Solar, Soliant Energy, and
Semprius. The Los Angeles area venture capital network is not as strong as Silicon Valley's, in 2005 Los
Angeles had the seventh largest share of main venture capital offices in the U.S. (2.8% of them) [57]. On
the other hand, the two companies located in North Carolina Research Triangle experienced a significant
funding disadvantage.
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Figure 24 - CPV solar innovation leading enterprises showing segmentation of funding between Series
A and B rounds, for which transaction type information was available (Created by Author using [27]
[21], and company websites).
The CPV solar innovation leading enterprises in the Silicon Valley and Los Angeles enjoyed more
working capital between their Series A and B, had to wait less time between rounds, and received larger
sums of money as a result of their Series A round. As shown in Figure 24, the companies in Silicon Valley
and Los Angeles on average used more working capital compared to the companies located in the North
Carolina Research Triangle. The top two performers in the Silicon Valley and Los Angeles consumed an
average of $78.82k per day and $68.68k per day between rounds A and B, while in North Carolina the
company with the most working capital consumed an average of $5.22k per day. Similarly, the best
funded enterprises in the Silicon Valley and Los Angeles only had to wait between 300-400 days
between their Series A and B rounds, while in the North Carolina Research Triangle the company that
waited the least amount of time between their series A and series B rounds, had to wait close to 600
days.
The complementary network of the cluster where the solar innovation leading enterprise
emerges provides a significant capital raising advantage, but it does not guarantee success. It does
provide solar innovation leading enterprises with the ability to move faster on opportunities. The
advantages solar innovation leading enterprises experienced include access to more working capital, the
ability to raise money faster, and the opportunity to leverage dollars foreign to the cluster. The ability to
capitalize on the advantages provided by the local complementary network will depend on other factors
such as the abilities of the management team, the effective management of the investment, the ability
to match growth with real opportunities, to adjust capabilities to capture rents, and the ability to gain
access to other complementary resources. The initial local investments help establish a foundation that
can attract foreign investment. Having access to local investors that are willing to provide early stage
money to help transform a tribe into a solar innovation leading enterprise is advantageous in many
ways, but not a necessary condition for success.
Factors that Impact the Solar Leading Innovation Enterprise and that Change
the Value Network Portion of the Cluster
Understanding the conditions that trigger the emergence of the solar innovation leading
enterprise in a particular location is important, because of the solar innovation leading enterprise's
ability to act as a solar innovation cluster change agent. In most of the cases explored, the solar
innovation leading enterprises emerged in a particular location because the founders selected a specific
location or the founders were already residing in the area. Most of the time, the founders formed tribes
with people from their current or past professional environments or with family members. Over time,
these tribes evolved into a solar innovation leading enterprises by using local knowhow and resources to
grow. Once the enterprise was established, it kept its roots in the area where it was born. Some of the
solar innovation leading enterprises have moved part of its infrastructure away from its place of birth.
In the case of First Solar the U.S. manufacturing facilities still remain in Toledo Ohio, only the
headquarters shifted to Tempe AZ, the place where the founder Harold McMaster had a second home
and first conceived of the idea of First Solar in the 70's.
What could be dismissed as trivial matters like what location the founders like or where they are
located at the time they start the solar innovation leading enterprise has big implications on the
emergence and the transformation of clusters. Harold McMaster started GlassTech Solar (now First
Solar) in Toledo Ohio. Toledo Ohio was the community where he had been conducting business for
many years and where he had built his other company, GlassTech. Many years after GlassTech Solar
was founded, First Solar's headquarters moved close to Arizona, the place where McMaster had his
second home. McMaster's retreats to Arizona and the country's energy crisis sparked the idea of
building a company that produced a technology which could harness the sun's energy [35]. Konarka, a
solar innovation leading enterprise specializing in producing organic photovoltaic films, was founded by
a tribe of scientists at UMASS Lowell led by Dr. Sukant Tripanthy a world renowned professor at UMASS
Lowell. To this date, Konarka still has its headquarters in Lowell Massachusetts and opened its first large
scale manufacturing plant inside the cluster in New Bedford, MA [58]. Similarly, most of the CPV, CIGS,
CdTe, organic, and c-Si solar leading innovation enterprises that have been started over the past 10
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Figure 25 - Founders location and choice -how where founders reside affected the location of CPV,
CdTe, CIGS, and organic Solar Innovation Leading Enterprises between 2001 and 2011 (Created by
Author using sources including [50], company websites, and news articles).
To test the proposition that the location of a solar innovation cluster is ultimately determined by
trivial matters, like the preferred location of the founders of the solar innovation leading enterprise or
the location of the founders just before starting the enterprise, we analyzed 28 cases of solar innovation
leading enterprises. The 28 cases we analyzed were all the CPV, CdTe, CIGS and Organic solar innovation
leading enterprises we had identified and which got started in the past ten years. Using a variety of data
sources including Linked in, the companies' websites, and news articles we determined whether at least
one of the founders had lived in the area up to the point when the founders formally established the
solar innovation leading enterprise. As shown in Figure 25, out of the 28 cases 21 established their solar
innovation leading enterprise in the location where at least one of the founders was residing prior to the
formation of the solar innovation leading enterprise. Furthermore, there were only two cases where the
founders were not residing in location where the company was established. In one of the cases the
founder had previously resided in the location and in the other case it is unknown if the founder had
previously resided in the area. There were only five cases where the residence of the founder before
they started the solar innovation leading enterprise was unknown based on publically available
information. Our analysis led us to conclude that most of the time the location of a solar innovation
leading enterprise and potentially the value network portion of a solar innovation cluster will be
determined by a simple matter, the location where the founder is residing before starting the company.
Table 1- The location, founders, and spillover of CIGS solar innovation leading enterprise
class(Created by Author using sources including [50], company websites, and news articles).
Company cty* State duster Founders Spillover Spillover Industry
Heliovolt Austin TX Austin Dr. B.J. Stanbery Boeing's Terrestial PV Program Solar
MiaSole Inc Santa Clara CA Bay Area David Pearce SciVac Inc Semiconductor
NanoSolar Santa Clara CA Bay Area Martin Roscheisen & Brian Sager Consulting and Entrepeneurship Local Consulting and Entrepenurship
Nuvosun Inc Milpitas CA Bay Area David Pearce Miasole Solar
SoloPower, Inc San Jose CA Bay Area Bulent Basol & Homayoun Talieh Solar and Semiconductor Solar and Semiconductor
Solyndra, Inc. Fremont CA Bay Area Dr. Christian Gronet Applied Materials Semiconductor
XsunX, Inc. Aliso Viejo CA Bay Area N/A N/A bN/A
The complementary network portion of the cluster including the industrial base and research
being conducted in a region can support the creation of new solar innovation clusters. The industrial
base and research labs house some of the knowhow needed to start the new solar innovation leading
enterprises and serve as a professional environment where solar innovation tribes can organize. Many
of the founders for solar innovation leading enterprises spilled over with their tribes from companies
that were developing related technologies or just had complementary experience. As shown in Table 1,
for the CIGS solar innovation leading enterprise class, the founders spilled over from professional
environments in the semiconductor industry, the solar industry, consultancies, and startups. The
professional environments in the area encouraged the formation of the solar innovation tribes.
Once a solar innovation leading enterprise gets established, factors like shipping costs have the
potential of becoming significant consideration when making decisions about where to locate new
production facilities. The outcomes of decisions concerning production facilities determine if certain
portions of the value network will be located inside or outside the solar innovation cluster. The
standard, ready to install finished flat panel, tends to be heavy and bulky, because of some of the
components which house the solar cell. Furthermore, depending on the architectural form, the solar
cell itself can also be bulky and heavy. If a solar innovation leading enterprise produces a heavy and
bulky technology, it could consider moving part of its production facilities closer to the markets it serves
in order to lower overall costs. If the solar innovation leading enterprise has to move part of its
production facility closer to the markets it serves it could influence how established solar innovation
clusters evolve. With learning, scale, and competition, the market price for all solar technologies has
been coming down aggressively over time. Lower prices for solar technologies are making the
transportation costs a bigger component of overall costs. If the competitive pricing trends continue this
will change the composition of established solar innovation clusters by forcing companies which
produce heavy and bulky solar technologies to locate certain portions of manufacturing outside the
cluster and closer the market they serve.
First Solar an industry leading solar innovation leading enterprise historically has opted to build
manufacturing capacity away from, Toledo Ohio. Toledo Ohio housed First Solar's manufacturing
facility, the location where Harold McMaster decided to first establish First Solar. Overtime, First Solar
has built manufacturing capacity closer to the markets it serves to minimize shipping costs, be closer to
the markets it could serve in the near future, take advantages of subsidies, and take advantage labor
costs. The solar cells First Solar produces are naturally heavy in comparison to other solar cells, because
to produce these cells they deposit cadmium and tellurium on a 1.2m by 0.6m heavy piece of tempered
glass. One of First Solar competitive advantages is derived from being able to use High Rate Vapor
Transport Deposition (HRVTD) to deposit a uniform layer of CdTe on 8 square feet of glass in less than 40
seconds. Depositing on tempered glass is part of competitive advantage, but it has had an interesting
side effect, it has contributed to the economic pressure to consider other locations outside of Toledo
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Figure 26 - Shipping costs per watt of installable product from San Francisco to Shenzen China for
various companies and architectural forms (Created by Author using [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65]
[66] [67]).
First Solar has located most of its manufacturing facilities closer to its demand centers. As of the
Third Quarter of 2011, First Solar could produce about 2.3GW of solar panels per year. Most of its
production capacity has been built outside the Toledo Ohio cluster. Toledo Ohio was where First Solar
established its first manufacturing facility and still produces 250 MW of panels per year. In 2006, First
Solar began the construction of a manufacturing facility in Frankfurt (Oder) closer to the German
market, currently this facility is able to produce about 505 MW of panels per year and employs more
than 1200 employees [68]. In 2007, First Solar began the construction of four plants in Kulim Malaysia
closer to the Asian market, later they decided to expand it by building two additional plants. As of the
Third Quarter of 2011 First Solar had a manufacturing capacity of 1,514 MW in Kulim and employed over
3400 employees in these facilities [69]. The locations of First Solar's manufacturing capacity and
portions of the value network have been created outside the Toledo solar innovation cluster and closer
to the emerging solar Asian and the subsidy driven German market
Increased price pressures are making shipping costs a bigger consideration when deciding where
to place manufacturing facilities. Depending on the architectural form, the solar innovation leading
enterprise might be forced to move the manufacturing facilities away from the solar innovation cluster
because of the impacts of shipping costs on the overall costs. The shipping costs for the final product
offered by various solar innovation leading enterprises vary drastically, as shown in Figure 26. The
overall shipping cost for the final product offered by the solar innovation leading enterprise is greatly
influenced by the architectural form and the final presentation of the product. For example, First Solar
has reduced its direct manufacturing costs and was able to reduce the price its panels from $3 per Watt
in 2004 to $0.76 per Watt in 2010. If First Solar wanted to ship a fully assembled panel from San
Francisco to Shenzen China by sea and incurred standard shipping rates it would cost them close to
$0.35 per Watt. Currently that is close to 50% of the price of a panel, in 2004 it would have been a little
over 10%. The weight and bulkiness of the fully assembled solar flat panel is partially responsible for the
high shipping costs, but in First Solar's case the cell deposited on glass has a significant impact as well.
Having the ability to deposit on light or flexible substrates or using alternative photovoltaic
materials like organics, leads to much lower shipping costs. For example, SoloPower which is depositing
copper indium gallium and selenium on a flexible light material and Konarka which is creating light
plastic films which convert sunlight into electricity incur much lower shipping costs. As shown in Figure
26, the shipping costs for a final product ready for installation, from San Francisco to Shenzen, for
companies like SoloPower and Konarka is close to a cent per Watt. Other companies like Miasole and
and Nanosolar are taking advantage of the properties of copper indium gallium and selenium and
depositing on flexible surfaces. They have taken a different path from SoloPower for the final product.
Instead of selling a flexible panel they add a heavy and bulky assembly to these flexible surfaces in order
to recreate the standard solar panel assembly. As shown in Figure 26, the shipping costs of the final
ready to install NanoSolar panel averaged 36 cents per Watt and Miasole's panel averaged 32 cents per
Watt. Companies like Miasole and Nanosolar might decide to build manufacturing capacity for the
flexible cells within the cluster, but then conduct the final assembly of the panel closer to their markets.
In conclusion, solar innovation leading enterprises and parts of the value network of the solar
innovation cluster emerge in certain locations because of what might be overlooked as trivial matters
like where the founders of the solar innovation leading enterprise resided prior to starting the
enterprise or because they had some prior connection to the location. Once a solar innovation cluster
has been established the weight and volume of the architectural form being produced by the solar
innovation leading enterprise coupled with location of the market can effectively change the growth
path of an established cluster. Such was the case for Toledo Ohio, which lost 2.05 GW of the 2.3 GW of
production capacity to Malaysia and Germany. The competitive pricing environment coupled with First
Solar's use of glass will only create increasing economic pressure for them to move their manufacturing
infrastructure closer to their markets. Companies like Nanosolar, Solopower, Miasole, and Konarka,
could opt to retain the manufacturing facilities for the architectural form that converts sunlight to
electricity within their respective clusters without incurring excessive costs for shipping. Nanosolar and
Miasole might choose to build complementary facilities close to their markets that just add the bulky
and heavy assemblies required to build a standard ready to use flat panel.
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Chapter 4 - Solar Innovation Cluster Formation and Emergence
Location of Established Solar Innovation Clusters
Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) Cluster - Toledo Ohio
Harold McMaster's persistence, the success of First Solar, the glass industry, and the University
of Toledo have been drivers behind the emergence and establishment of the Toledo Ohio CdTe cluster.
In 1999, First Solar built its first pilot manufacturing line in Perrysburg Ohio. In its initial stages the plant
had a production capacity of 1.5 MW of solar modules per year. In 2005, the pilot line was expanded
and the plant's production capacity grew to 25 MW of solar modules per year. In 2010, the plant was
expanded to 900,000 square feet and its production capacity reached its current levels of 252MW of
solar modules per year. Throughout the expansion, the research and development capabilities have
been co-located next to the production facility [70]. First Solar currently has 1200 employees that work
in Perrysburg Ohio. Recently First Solar shuffled about 60 jobs or 5% of its local workforce moved to
Tempe, AZ [71].
Crystalline Silicon (c-Si) Cluster - Silicon Valley CA
The crystalline silicon cluster in the Silicon Valley greatly benefited from the semiconductor
industry in the area. Over time the crystalline silicon cluster has been weakening. Competitive pricing
combined with the labor intensity of the manufacturing process required to produce a crystalline silicon
solar cell has forced SunPower to locate most production capacity outside of the country to countries
like Malaysia and the Philippines. SunPower has taken advantage of well established suppliers, which
built their reputation in the semiconductor industry, to outsource some parts of their manufacturing like
the growing of the ingot and the cutting of the wafer. Although most of the production for SunPower is
conducted outside the cluster, Sun Power does have its headquarters in San Jose California where it
employs 1000 in its offices and related facilities. SunPower recently opened a new solar panel
manufacturing facility in partnership with Flextronics in the city of Milpitas California. The
manufacturing facility will have the ability to produce 75 MW of solar panels per year [72].
SunPower has been constructing manufacturing facilities or fabs outside the U.S.. In their most
recent 10k financial statement they communicated the trend will only continue. In 2003, the company
built the first fabrication facility ever constructed outside Japan, Europe, and the U.S. in the Philippines
[33]. Sun Power buys some of the crystalline silicon ingots it uses from companies that specialize in ingot
growth. It produced some through a joint venture with Woogjin Energy Co in South Korea. The ingots
are then sliced into wafers by other vendors and by a company which was established as a joint venture
in the Philippines called First Philec Solar Corporation. Finally, the wafers are processes into cells in two
fabs or manufacturing facilities in the Philippines and another located in Malaysia. These fabs, which
have a production capacity of 590MW per year, were established as joint ventures with AU Optronics
Corp (AUO). SunPower just opened a third new fab which was established as a joint venture as well, the
fab began operation in January 2011 and can produce 100MW per year. The new fab is expected to
grow over time and reach a production capacity of more than 1400MW annually when it is completed in
2013 [73].
Emerging Solar Innovation Clusters
The emergence of a solar innovation leading enterprise has the potential to transform and even
spark the creation of a bran new cluster. Once a solar innovation tribe receives venture capital it
acquires some of the resources it needs to establish as a more formal solar innovation leading
enterprise. The investment being channeled by venture capital into the solar innovation leading
enterprises can be used as a leading indicator of where solar innovation clusters are emerging or might
emerge. Resource allocation decisions made by the industry leading solar innovation leading
innovation enterprises like First Solar can transform an established cluster or spark the creation of a new
cluster. There are many solar innovation leading enterprises that have received a significant amount of
funding from venture capital over the past 10 years. Some types of solar innovation leading enterprises
have received more investments than others. Furthermore, some locations have produced more
enterprises focused on particular architectural form than in others. For example in Silicon Valley there
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Figure 27 - Emerging cluster changes based on VC investment into solar innovation leading enterprises
over the past 10 years (Created by Author).
Venture capital through its investments has supported the potential emergence of several new
clusters and some changes to established clusters. The CdTe, CPV, and CIGS solar innovation leading
enterprises emerging in Silicon Valley could reshape the established c-Si cluster in Silicon Valley. As
shown in Figure 27, there are other clusters that are emerging or could emerge including a CPV cluster
in Los Angeles and the Research Triangle in North Carolina, an organic photovoltaic cluster in Route 128
in Massachusetts and Pittsburg, a CdTe cluster in the North Front Range Colorado, and a CIGS cluster in
Austin. The performance of these solar leading innovation enterprises will ultimately determine how
rapidly these clusters emerge or fade.
Internal decisions by solar innovation leading enterprises to move their knowhow and
production centers from one location to another can also shift the locations of clusters. First Solar is
working to building a new factory in Mesa Arizona close to its current headquarters, it has began
shuffling some jobs from its Perrysburg manufacturing complex to Phoenix [71]. In March of 2011, First
Solar announced it would build a new U.S. manufacturing center in Mesa Arizona. The plant is expected
to have a production capacity of 252 MW of solar modules per year and will match the current capacity
in Perrysburg Ohio. The Mesa Arizona plant is expected to become operational in the third quarter of
2012 [74]. First Solar's recent decision to build a manufacturing facility in Mesa Arizona adjacent to its
headquarters and away from its initial R&D and production center in Toledo Ohio could be the start of a
shift in location of a cluster from Toledo to Phoenix.
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Figure 28 - Venture capital investment into CdTe solar innovation leading enterprises which could
established cluster in defined region (Created by Author using [27], [21], and company websites).
There are three emerging CdTe solar innovation clusters being driven by the emergence of new
solar innovation leading enterprises or changes in the geographic composition of current solar
innovation leading enterprises. Solar innovation clusters could be emerging in Phoenix, the North Front
Range in Colorado, and in the Silicon Valley in California. As shown in Figure 28, since 2006 there has
been steady venture capital investment into solar innovation leading enterprises located in the Silicon
Valley and the North Front Range. The emergence of the solar innovation cluster in Phoenix has been
driven by internal changes within First Solar. First Solar established its headquarters in the Phoenix,
where Harold McMaster had its second home. First Solar recently began shifting some of its Toledo
workforce to Arizona and is building a 250 MW production facility in the area.
The North Front Range cluster in Colorado has been driven by the emergence of venture capital
funded solar innovation leading enterprises, one of the enterprises is Abound Solar (used to be AVA
Solar). Abound Solar has its R&D facilities located in Fort Collins Colorado and a production facility in
Longmont Colorado [75]. The founder of Abound Solar Professor W.S. Sampath was teaching at
Colorado State University in Fort Collins Colorado where he developed a pilot production process
featuring inline deposition of CdTe [76]. PrimeStar Solar a Colorado startup that commercialized CdTe
technology developed at the National Renewable Energy Lab located in Golden Colorado went bankrupt
and was fully acquired by one of its initial investors, General Electric. On October 1 3th 2011, General
Electric announced that it would be building a manufacturing facility, expected to have an annual
production capacity of 400MW, close to Primestar Solar's headquarters in Aurora Colorado within the
North Front Range Cluster [77] [78]. Solexant is another solar innovation leading enterprise that will use
an innovative printed nanocrystal technology platform to print CdTe nanocrystals onto a flexible
substrate. The technology used was developed at Lawrence Berkley National Lab by Dr. Paul Alivisatos
and his team. Solexant's R&D center and 2MW pilot manufacturing facility is located in San Jose
California [79, 80].
Concentrated Photovoltaic (CPV) Solar Innovation Leading Enterprise Investment
There are three emerging CPV solar innovation clusters being driven by the emergence of new
solar innovation leading enterprises, these clusters are emerging in the Silicon Valley in California, the
Research Triangle in North Carolina, and Los Angeles Metro in California. From 2003 to 2011, as shown
in Figure 29 there has been a steady stream of venture capital investments into solar innovation leading
enterprises in these three locations. In general, solar innovation leading enterprises located in the
Silicon Valley and the Los Angeles Metro in California have attracted more capital. Companies in the
Silicon Valley include SolFocus, Greenvolts, Cool Earth Solar, Skyline Solar, Soliant (now Emcore),
Cogenra, Pyron Solar, and Solar Junction Company. In the Los Angeles metroplex the list of companies
includes Amonix and Energy Innovations. In the Research Triangle in North Carolina the companies are
Semprius and MegaWatt Solar. Most of these companies still have their pilot manufacturing facilities
adjacent to their R&D centers within the cluster. Some like Soliant and Energy Innovations have
relocated or could be relocating to be closer to the company that acquired them.
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Figure 29 - Venture capital investment into CPV solar innovation leading enterprises which could
established cluster in defined region (Created by Author using [21], [27], and company websites).
Copper Indium Gallium (di)Selenide (CIGS) Solar Innovation Leading Enterprise Investment
There are two solar innovation clusters emerging, one in Austin Texas and another in the Silicon
Valley California led by establishment of new solar innovation leading enterprises focused on the
production and development of the CIGS architectural form. The companies focusing on the CIGS
architectural form have by far attracted the most attention from the venture capital community. In
2009, investments in to solar innovation leading enterprises in the Silicon Valley reached $1.36 billion.
In the Silicon Valley six companies have emerged and are attempting to come up with ways to produce
CIGS solar cells using novel manufacturing techniques that could yield increased production throughput
rates. In August 31st 2011, Solyndra announced that it would suspend its operations and evaluate its
reorganization options, Solyndra announced that it would seek Chapter 11 bankruptcy to reorganize.
The suspension of operations has forced them to lay off more than 1100 full time and temporary
employees [81]. There are five other companies still focused on the development and production of the
CIGS architectural form, these include NanoSolar, SoloPower, Miasole, NuvoSun, and XSunX. These
companies could take advantage of some of the top talent knowhow spillover from Solyndra. In Austin
TX, Heliovolt continues to survive. Recently Heliovolt raised $50 million by selling off equity to the
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Figure 30 - Venture capital investment into CIGS solar innovation leading enterprises which could
established cluster in defined region (Created by Author using [21], [27], and company websites).
Organic Photovoltaic Solar Innovation Leading Enterprise Investment
There are two solar leading innovation enterprises that have been actively raising venture
capital funding since 2001 in Route 128 in Massachusetts and in Pittsburg Pennsylvania, as shown in
Figure 31. Konarka opened a large scale manufacturing plant in New Bedford, MA close to its R&D
center and headquarters in Lowell Massachusetts within the Route 128 cluster. Konarka is selling several
types of power plastic film for various applications [58]. Similar to Konarka, Plextronics was a solar
innovation tribe that spun out of an academic institution, Carnegie Mellon University, led by Dr. Andrew
W. Hannah and Dr. Richard McCullough. The company has developed an architectural form that can be
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Figure 31 -Venture capital investment into organic PV solar innovation leading enterprises which
could established cluster in defined region (Created by Author using [21], [27], and company
websites).
Other Solar Innovation Leading Enterprise Investment
There are other leading innovation solar companies that are focusing on the development and
production of different architectural forms that functionally enable the access sunlight's energy and the
ability to convert sunlight to electricity. There are several companies focused on thin film-crystalline
silicon. Solexel, in the Silicon Valley, is developing an architectural form that is made of inexpensive
silicon glass instead of silicon wafers [84]. Another promising company located in the Silicon Valley is
Crystal Solar, which uses a process called epitaxial growth to deposit thin films of silicon onto a surface
directly from gases, completely eliminating the inefficient ingot growing, wafer cutting, and cell
fabrication required to produce crystalline silicon cells [85]. In Toledo, Ohio there is another solar
innovation leading enterprise focused on producing thin film silicon modules using a high speed, roll-to-
roll manufacturing process. Xunlight is using a plasma enhanced chemical vapor and a magnetron
sputter deposition to create thin film silicon solar cells [86].
Other interesting solar innovation leading enterprises are focusing on architectural forms that
have the potential to satisfy the three value functions which address the needs of the electricity
consumer which are having access to an energy form, converting the energy form to electricity, and
delivering electricity to the consumer when the consumer demands it. Sun Catalytix, a company located
in Cambridge MA and within the Route 128 cluster, is developing, an affordable catalyst which uses
sunlight to split water into oxygen and hydrogen fuel, which could be stored and allow for the
conversion of energy to electricity when the consumer demands it [87].
Table 2 -Strength of solar innovations clusters and solar innovation leading enterprises (Created by
Author).
cluster Technology Leaders & Potential Solar Innovation Leading Companies Stre
CIGS Sol ndra, NanoSolar, NuvoSun, Miasole, SoloPower, XsunX
SolFocus, Greenvolts, Sollant Energy (now Emcore), Cool Earth
cA-Silicon valley concentrated Pv Solar, S line Solar, Solar Junction Com an , ron solar
cdTe Solexant
Crystalline Silicon SunPower, SunTech
TX-AustIn CIGS Hellovolt
MA - Route 128 Organic Pv Konarka
CO - North Front Range CdTe Abound Solar, Primestar Solar (now GE)
NC- Research Triangle Concentrated Pv Semprius, MegaWatt Solar
CA- Los Angeles Concentrated Pv Amonix, Energy Innovations
CdTe First Solar
crystalline Silicon SunTech
OH -Toledo CdTe rst Solar
PA- Pittsburg Organic Pv Plextronics
There are several solar innovation clusters that have emerged or are emerging across the
county. Table 2 shows the location of these clusters, the architectural forms which these clusters are
focusing on, and some the solar innovation leading enterprises associated with these clusters. Silicon
Valley has several clusters for various architectural forms, it has amongst the strongest clusters in the
country. Toledo Ohio, the home of First Solar, has retained its strength as a cluster, but recent decisions
by First Solar might be signaling a potential weakening of that cluster. Many of the other clusters around
the country are emerging as these solar innovation leading enterprises find market access and rely
initially on their local environment to position themselves for success. Some of the emerging clusters
listed in Table 2 will fail and others will succeed based on the success of the solar innovation leading
enterprise.
Future of Solar Innovation, Solar Innovation Leading Enterprise, and Solar
Innovation Cluster
"The function of planning should be not to forecast the future and then prepare for it, but to bring the
future under control.... The interactive manager stands where he wants to be now and plans backwards
to where he is now." Dr. Russell Ackoff [88]
In the future the solar innovation leading enterprise will continue to seek to generate a
disproportionate amount of value by developing and producing innovations which are achievable at the
time, have high scalability potential, and have the potential to satisfy the needs of the electricity
consumer. In the power sector, as demonstrated by our characterization of the solar innovation leading
enterprise, the ideal timeless state for the solar innovation leading enterprise has been the place where
it develops and produces solar innovations which have the highest scalability potential and can fully
satisfy the needs of the electricity consumer. An innovation with high scalability potential does not
necessarily have to start with a low cost. Highly scalable technology has inherent properties that
naturally allow it to scale through the use of abundant materials, high potential for increases in
conversion efficiency, natural ease in manufacturing, and others. The management team of the solar
innovation leading enterprises will set goals, acquire resources, and develop capabilities to try to be
closer to ideal timeless state than the completion.
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ideal timeless state (Created by
At any point in time there exists an innovation boundary or a solar innovation pareto front
which defines the current boundary in the direction of the ideal timeless state. The innovation
boundary is partially defined by the technological capabilities of the time. The innovation boundary
changes with time along both the scalability potential axis and the potential to satisfy the electricity
consumer's needs axis, as shown in Figure 32. The capable manager will successfully drive the solar
innovation leading enterprise closer to the solar innovation boundary. The manager of the solar
innovation leading enterprise might choose to take Ackoff's approach to achieve such feat, by first
determining where the solar innovation boundary is at the time, then choosing to stand somewhere
along the solar innovation boundary, and finally planning backwards to develop the capabilities and
acquire the resources needed to reach the boundary. If the management team chooses Ackoff's
Solar Storage
approach to set a direction for the solar innovation leading enterprise, the success of the solar
innovation leading enterprise begins with the management team's ability to determine where the solar
innovation pareto front is at the time and then choosing where to stand to be able to plan backwards.
At any point in time there are vectors that could move the pareto forward emerge and usually
from groups of people with new knowhow. In the 1990's the Department of Energy established the thin-
film program, through the thin-film program the DOE provided guidance and support to companies who
are now solar innovation leading enterprises like First Solar. By establishing the thin film program the
Department of Energy helped organize a vector that moved the solar innovation pareto front forward by
both raising awareness and allocating resources to an innovation area. At the time the thin-film
program was established, the program was a bold concept which moved the innovation pareto front
closer the ideal timeless state. It pushed the innovation pareto front forward by supporting and
encouraging solar innovation leading enterprises to focus on new ways to produce photovoltaic cells
using more scalable approaches. At the time the thin-film program was established, the dominant
technology was crystalline silicon and the thin-film architecture posed a promising opportunities to use
less materials in production and novel manufacturing techniques [89].
The movement of the solar innovation pareto will depend on areas of innovation that can push
the boundary forward. As shown in Figure 32, by exploring advancements in knowhow in the labs and
universities we were able to identify several interesting vectors in the innovation pareto front that could
push the pareto front forward. There are several promising technological developments, for example
the areas of thin-film silicon or organic photovoltaics are pointing to an emerging area of innovation.
This area of innovation is focused on the development and production of sustainable material
architectures which have the ability to both provide access to sunlight and the ability to convert it to
electricity. There are other interesting technological developments which point to the development of
solar technologies with the ability to convert sunlight to electricity and store it. This type of solar
technologies include sun and water catalysis or water splitting using hematite photoelectrodes [90] [91].
Another innovation area continues to be the conversion efficiency breakthroughs just like quantum dot
solar cells which have the ability to produce 114% external quantum efficiency [92].
Chapter 5 - Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions
The solar innovation leading enterprise drives the change of the value network portion of
the solar innovation cluster.
* The solar innovation leading enterprise can change the solar innovation cluster by transforming the
value network portion of the solar innovation cluster. Depending on where the solar innovation
leading enterprise emerges will determine whether it changes an established cluster or even starts a
new cluster.
The solar innovation leading enterprise has developed and produced architectural forms
with a higher scalability potential and a greater ability to satisfy the needs of the electricity
consumer.
* The solar innovation leading enterprise has focused on the development and production of
architectural forms which a have high potential for scalability, not necessarily lower starting costs.
Moreover, the architectural forms produced and developed by the solar innovation leading
enterprise come closer to fully satisfying the needs of the electricity consumer, specifically providing
them access to electricity when the consumer demands it. Successful solar innovation leading
enterprises have acquired the resources and built the capabilities needed to develop, produce, and
distribute their innovations.
The complementary network of the solar innovation cluster has given the solar innovation
leading enterprise an advantage in its early stages.
* The elements in the complementary network of the solar innovation cluster, such as established
universities, angel investors, venture capital, and other industries have created advantages for the
solar innovation leading enterprise. The advantages enjoyed by the solar innovation leading
enterprise include access to more working capital, the ability to raise capital faster, and the
opportunity to leverage capital foreign to the cluster. Initially, the local complementary network
tends to be the primary source of human capital. The local complementary network contributes to
the formation and enables the early stage growth of the solar innovation tribes. The advantages
created by the complementary network are not a sufficient condition for success, but the
advantages created provide the solar innovation leading enterprise with more agility. With more
agility the solar innovation leading enterprise can move faster to seize on the opportunities
presented to them.
Solar innovation clusters focused on specific architectural forms are emerging and have
formed within the U.S.
* Solar innovation clusters are emerging and in some instances have formed inside the U.S.. Solar
innovation leading enterprises developing and producing similar architectural forms are emerging in
the same location. For example, the CdTe cluster in the North Front Range, the CIGS and CPV
clusters in Silicon Valley, or the CPV cluster in the Research Triangle. The investment activity by
venture capital and angel investors into the solar innovation leading enterprises can be used as a
leading indicator of where solar innovation clusters are emerging or might emerge.
Most of the time, the solar innovation leading enterprise begins as an innovation tribe in the
professional environment.
* The local industry, academic institutions, and research laboratories nurture the formation of solar
innovation tribes. Solar innovators have self-organized into informal organizations or solar
innovation tribes with other colleagues from prior professional environments. In at least 57% of the
cases analyzed, the tribe members worked together in the same professional environment at some
point in their careers before starting a solar innovation leading enterprise. Local companies,
universities, or laboratories have been the environments where the members of the solar
innovation tribes have built the professional relationships that lead to the formation of solar
innovation leading enterprises.
In its infancy stage, the solar innovation leading enterprise relies mostly on local resources
and knowhow.
Initially, the solar innovation leading enterprise relies mostly on its local environment to acquire the
resources and knowhow they require to grow. Most of the time, the knowhow needed to grow is
acquired by recruiting people and making them part of the solar innovation leading enterprise. Local
knowhow and resources are crucial to the formation and evolution of the solar innovation leading
enterprise. As the solar innovation leading enterprise grows it gradually gains access to more
foreign talent and resources.
Most of the time, the location where the solar innovation leading enterprise emerges is
determined by location where the founders were working right before the founders started
the enterprise.
In at least 75% of the cases studied, the location where the founders were working just before they
started the solar innovation leading enterprise, ultimately determined the location of the solar
innovation leading enterprise. The location where the solar innovation leading enterprise emerges
determines where a solar innovation cluster could potentially form. Historically, once the solar
innovation leading enterprise has been established in a particular location, it is very likely that it will
retain ties to that particular location. It will retain some of its ties, even when forced by the market
to move some of its facilities elsewhere.
The formation and change of solar innovation clusters is influenced by the solar innovation
leading enterprise.
* Solar innovation leading enterprises and parts of the value network of the solar innovation cluster
emerge in a particular location, because of what could be considered trivial matters like where the
founders of the solar innovation leading enterprise worked before starting the enterprise. The solar
innovation leading enterprise has the ability to impact members of the value network of the solar
innovation cluster including suppliers, distributors, solar panel installers and developers.
For the heavier and bulkier solar technologies transportation costs are becoming a greater
component of the overall cost for the final product.
The price paid for solar technologies has come down sharply. The transportation costs for the
heavier and bulkier architectural forms are becoming a larger component of the total costs. In some
of the scenarios presented the transportation cost has reached at least 50% of the price of the
panel. The weight and volume of the architectural form being produced by the solar innovation
leading enterprise coupled with location of the market have the ability to change the growth path of
an established cluster.
Recommendations to the Decision Maker at the Department of Energy
Our intention when writing the recommendations presented in this section was not to prescribe
solutions, but to put forward some ideas that could inspire the creative spirits of the talented workforce
and decision makers at the Department of Energy. We hope that these recommendations serve as a
spark to get interesting and important conversations started inside the DOE. We believe that the best
recommendations will come from the very talented and motivated people working at the department.
The recommendations we have identified were inspired by some of the new insights that were
uncovered by this thesis. With great humility we offer the following four overarching recommendations:
o Engage the local to build a global competitive advantage
o Use new insights to improve risk management
o Re-architect strategy to support the solar innovation leading enterprise and push the
current solar innovation boundary
o Design support systems for the solar innovation tribe
Engage the local to build a global competitive advantage
e Engage important stakeholders of the complementary network within the cluster- The venture
capital community, angel investors, local universities, and complementary industries should be
taken into consideration when designing resource allocation mechanisms targeted to incentivize
solar innovation. The first step is to identify the stakeholders and engage them when designing
resource allocation mechanisms.
* Work with local stakeholders- Working closely with local stakeholders can ensure that both local
support mechanisms and policy are more effective at incentivizing the formation of solar innovation
leading enterprises. Benchmark best practices across the nation and make them available to the
local stakeholder.
" Move some capabilities away from Washington DC- Move some of your personnel to strategic
satellite offices across the country, so they can engage the local community and make stronger
resource allocation decisions. For example, ARPA-E and the solar program, should have some of its
staff in different locations across the country. This would allow the staff to spend more time
engaging local stakeholders including venture capital, angels, universities, and local organizations
which promote solar innovation in the region.
* An opportunity exists to change the tone of the discussion with the local stakeholders- Local
stakeholders might be willing to take on more risks, like a Public Utilities Commission committing to
buy electricity at higher prices to create a market for new technologies. The focus of the discussion
with the local stakeholder could be changed from trying to convince them to create markets for
higher priced solar technologies to designing a premium market for solar technologies as part of a
long term strategy to support the creation of a solar innovation cluster within their region. If the
prices of solar technologies continue to drop rapidly, creating premium markets for solar technology
will become even more important in the future.
* Encourage the development of local markets for solar energy around sensitive clusters- Local
markets can be important, especially if innovations have high transportation costs or high initial
costs. Furthermore, local markets can be used to support the growth of companies when global
market conditions get difficult.
Consider the complementary network when making resource allocation decisions- Places like
Silicon Valley are special and research dollars invested there tend to leverage more private capital
for innovation activity. The local environment and resources promote the creation of more solar
innovation leading enterprises focused on the same technology. For example, research conducted in
Silicon Valley will have a tendency to get more attention from important actors in the
complementary network like the venture capital community or angel investors.
* Use up to date solar innovation cluster information along with the ultimate destination of
investments by the DOE to improve the management of the investment portfolio. The DOE should
try to actively keep track how much money it allocates to a particular geography. We recommend
that it uses this information and combines it with up to date solar innovation cluster information to
inform the R&D investment allocation decisions.
* Solar innovation greenfield vs. brownfield cluster strategy. Areas without an established solar
innovation cluster should be supported differently than those areas with an established cluster.
* Take a balanced approach to support members of a cluster- Providing too much support to one
member of the cluster can disrupt the balance of power of the cluster and provide an advantage or
disadvantage to a particular player, we recommend a balanced approach is taken.
" Acknowledge the mover advantage of a solar innovation leading enterprise and cluster. Once a
solar innovation cluster has been established and solidified try not to fight it. Do not try to establish
a similar cluster elsewhere. For example, it is clear that a CIGS cluster could emerge in Silicon Valley.
The wave of funding into CIGS innovation leading enterprises began in 2003 and these enterprises
have a mover advantage. Don't invest in similar CIGS research in another location, in hopes of
starting another wave of investment into solar innovation leading enterprises focused on CIGS.
Support other locations by providing them resources to develop new types of solar innovation
leading enterprises. These new types of solar innovation leading enterprises could lead to the
formation of a new wave of investments, new innovation leading enterprises, and even new
clusters.
* Facilitate the creation of a local angel investor community- Work with local stakeholders, make
information accessible, and promote incentives that will strengthen the angel investor community.
The solar innovation leading enterprise relies on local angels for their first round of funding and the
first round of funding serves as a platform to attract more local and foreign capital.
" Make the influx of external capital into the cluster easier, especially during the later stages- Create
information and certification platforms that will generate awareness and confirm the validity of
potential solar innovation leading enterprises. These strategies could help the solar innovation
leading enterprise when they are seeking later stage investments. Recommend policy mechanisms
and create incentives that would encourage the flow of outside investment into the solar innovation
cluster.
" Consider local knowhow and resources when making resource allocations to specific enterprises in
specific locations- Access to local knowhow and resources is especially important during the early
stages of the solar innovation leading enterprise. For example, the local complementary network in
Silicon Valley is very different than the network in Toledo Ohio. When making resource allocation
decisions to specific entities in specific locations, the advantages and disadvantages of a particular
location should be considered.
Use new insights to improve risk management
* We recommend that risk assessments are made across the investment portfolio in order to
minimize risk exposure, because some of the solar innovation leading enterprises supported by
the DOE will fail- Risk assessments should be made taking into consideration that many companies
will fail or just be absorbed by other companies. There are four important risk types which should be
assessed, considered, and managed when allocating resources to the solar innovation leading
enterprise:
o Traditional startup risk (short term)- A new solar innovation leading enterprise faces similar
challenges to any other startup.
o Solar innovation leading enterprise's management risk (short term)- Not all solar
innovation leading enterprises focused on similar types of innovation will be successful,
some will fail. There will be management teams of solar innovation leading enterprises that
will be better than others at building capabilities and acquiring resources for their firm. For
example, there are seven companies focused on the development and production of the
CIGS architectural form. In the CIGS class, some enterprises could succeed while others
could fail. The successful companies in the CIGS class will have other traits that go beyond
their innovation including the management's ability to build the best capabilities and
acquire the best resources to complement their innovation.
o New solar innovation risk (medium term)- Before the dominant design appears, innovation
types will be competing against one another. For example CIGS, will compete against CdTe.
The new solar innovation risk is classified as medium term because it should take longer to
unfold. In a growing market a solar technology has the opportunity to find niches and
survive until the end of the transition phase when the dominant design emerges.
o Novel energy innovation cross sector risk (longest term)- Out of all the risks, the novel
energy innovation cross sector risk is the longest term risk. Historically, the technological
change in the power sector has been very slow, energy technologies have been displaced
over decades or even centuries. The slow rate of change in the energy sector can be
partially attributed to the long operational lifetimes of energy generation technologies and
the sunk capital costs that went into building the generation infrastructure. An innovation
area outside of solar could appear and over a longer period of time displace solar. For
example, radical advancements in fusion or other novel technologies could at some point
appear and completely transform the energy industry.
Introduce flexibility to minimize management and startup risk- Take advantage of the waves
venture capital investment into certain types of solar innovation leading enterprises and the fact
that many of these solar innovation leading enterprises tend to be limited to very specific
geographic locations to introduce flexibility and minimize risk. For example, there were seven CIGS
companies that emerged between 2003 and 2010, six of them were established in Silicon Valley.
Introduce flexibility by taking a class approach when designing the support systems provided to
these companies especially when dealing with the later stage support systems like loan guarantees.
Try to create support mechanisms that could be leveraged by all solar innovation leading enterprises
in the class. A way to introduce flexibility and minimize risk for the later stage support systems like
the loan guarantee, would be by breaking up the financing opportunities into smaller financing
rounds over longer periods of time, rather than having one big financing round. Another way, would
be to invest in resources that could be shared by all members of the innovation type class or
everyone in the class that resides in the same geography. If the DOE were to apply these risk
management techniques to the CIGS class, it might have offered everyone in the CIGS class including
NanoSolar, SoloPower, Miasole, NuvoSun, XSunX, Solyndra, and Heliovolt smaller loans with
options for multiple loans if they were able to meet certain revenue and adoption milestones. As a
hypothetical example, the first round of loans could have been to help the whole class reach
100MW of production capacity, the second loan could have been to help them reach 250 MW, and
the third for 500 MW. Only the companies that met the predefined milestones would have been
eligible to move forward into the next round of financing. Six out of the seven CIGS companies were
located in the Silicon Valley. The DOE could have taken advantage of the geographic concentration
of the class of CIGS companies. The DOE could have worked with the local and state governments
and maybe even shared some of the risks with the local and state government to provide these
companies access to shared resources in the local area.
* Diversify in order to minimize solar innovation risk- We recommend that resources are allocated as
equitably as possible across all different solar innovation areas in order to minimize risk exposure to
one specific innovation area. The department should strive to support the creation of as many types
of solar innovation leading enterprises as possible.
Design support systems for the solar innovation tribe
* Create a funding mechanism which is tailored for the needs of the solar innovation tribe- The
funding opportunities provided by the DOE through the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)
Grant, the Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR), or the Funding Opportunity Announcements
(FOA) are not structured to support tribes . Tribes might need much less financial support initially
and much more of other types of support like:
o Access to reasonable healthcare for members starting the solar innovation leading
enterprise- Could create a shared healthcare plan that is accessible to these small tribes
that are working on building solar innovation leading enterprises.
o Access to office space and laboratories- Could provide solar innovation tribes with
temporary access to office spaces, laboratories, and equipment which can be used by
the solar innovation tribes to develop their innovations.
o Provide packages of small financial incentives and access to other resources - Could
create small prizes. As a hypothetical example, a solar innovation tribe could be offered
5k, health insurance for a determined period of time, access to office/lab space, and
other intangible services such as coaching. Maybe the total cost of the package would
add up to $25k. Enough to encourage tribes to defect and fully dedicate their time to
building capabilities and acquiring the resources needed to build a solar innovation
leading enterprise. This is another perfect opportunity for the DOE to engage the local
stakeholders and even share risks with them when creating the small support packages.
* Seek to establish policy that makes it easier for talent coming out of universities or companies to
stay in the U.S.- Out of the cases studied 44% of all solar innovation tribes formed in universities
and another 44% formed within a company. Out of those defecting from the university
environment to form a solar innovation leading enterprise, many of them were professors. Making
it easier for international talent and researchers to come here and for them to stay here could be
advantageous. It would be beneficial, if international talent and the researchers felt at home so they
start their own solar innovation leading enterprise in their current location or a location of
preference within the U.S.
* Use investments to help attract the best researchers into universities and labs and make it easy
for them to start their own solar innovation leading enterprise within the U.S.- Attract the best
researchers to the U.S. and fund the best researchers that are already here. Fund the researchers
that are pushing the solar innovation boundary by working on solar innovations that have high
potential for scalability and are getting closer to fully meeting the electricity consumer's needs.
Once they come here, make it easy for them to leave or transfer their technology and start their
own solar innovation leading enterprise. Ideally, there would be legal mechanisms by which even
foreign researchers, could leave their research labs to work on starting their own solar innovation
leading enterprise.
Re-architect strategy to support the solar innovation leading enterprise and push the
current solar innovation boundary
* Try not focus on predicting the future instead plan for the present - Government strategic planning
predicting the future should be avoided, strategic planning should be focused on setting a direction
which will encourage industry to push the current solar innovation boundary or pareto front
forward. The innovation boundary can be pushed forward by bringing attention to and supporting
promising innovation areas. The promising innovation areas are those which enable any solar
innovation leading enterprise to produce an architectural form with higher scalability potential and
a greater ability to satisfy the needs of the electricity consumer today. The DOE has executed on
this on idea effectively in the past, by establishing the thin film program in the 1990's. Thin film was
a technology agnostic direction; it supported all technologies which could be classified under thin
film.
* Focus technology reviews and strategic planning to identify promising areas of research which
could push solar innovation pareto front forward -Technology reviews and strategic planning
efforts should seek to identify the current innovation areas which could push the industry closer to
the ideal state. The industry's ideal state, is a place where there exists a solar innovation leading
enterprise which can produce a highly scalable innovation which can completely satisfy the needs of
the electricity consumer. After identifying the current state of innovation, a roadmap should be
created which guides industry towards an achievable desired state of scalability and degree of
satisfaction of electricity consumer's needs. The process should be treated as naturally iterative
between an achievable desired state and the current state of innovation. After iterating, set the
direction by selecting the most promising technology agnostic vectors which could drive the industry
closer to the desired state. The solar program or project goals should be derived from looking at
these technology agnostic vectors.
* Reorganize solar programs by focusing them on different approaches to push the solar innovation
pareto front forward rather than setting cost or $/Watt goals- The Thin Film program in the 1990's
is a great example of how to effectively move the innovation boundary forward and how to create a
direction for industry to move forward. The direction for the solar industry should by guiding the
solar industry to a desired state by incentivizing the creation of solar innovation leading enterprises,
not just focusing on reaching cost outcomes like $/Watt. Based on observed innovation trends and
by iterating between an achievable desired state and the current state of innovation, some
technology agnostic vectors have been identified as having high potential at moving the solar
innovation boundary forward and producing many new solar innovation leading enterprises:
o The Program for Novel architectures which Convert Sunlight by Using Sustainable
Materials - Some of the thin film technologies have been able to leverage exciting
manufacturing techniques like printing and high speed deposition to scale. Some of these
thin film technologies are using unsustainable materials, like gallium, tellurium, and indium.
The use of rare materials at some point will have an effect on the scalability of the
technology. We recommend creating a solar program focused on funding research in
industry and academia which supports and promotes innovations that use sustainable
materials. There are many very interesting streams of research and emerging solar
innovation leading enterprises moving the pareto front in this direction, this includes areas
like organic photovoltaics and thin film silicon.
o The Solar Storage Program - A solar innovation leading enterprise that has the ability to
produce a highly scalable widget that delivers electricity to the electricity consumer
whenever they demand it, would create a disproportionate amount of value and would
attract a significant amount of attention from private investors. There are many some very
interesting developments both at the university research level and emerging through the
establishment of new types of solar innovation leading enterprises. There is research and
enterprises focused on developing innovations that convert sunlight to electricity and store
it. Some interesting streams of research include sun and water catalysis or water splitting
using hematite photoelectrodes.
o The Program Supporting Novel Architecture Forms which Convert Sunlight to Electricity
with High Efficiency and Manufacturing Throughput Potential- Over the past 10 years,
most of the solar innovation leading enterprises focused on thin films have been pushing
the efficiency and manufacturing throughput paradigm. Finding new types of architectural
forms that could push this paradigm forward could lead to the generation of new solar
innovation leading enterprises and would push the solar innovation pareto front forward.
" Benchmark the types of solar innovation leading enterprises emerging within the boundaries of a
nation against those emerging worldwide- The competitive advantage of a nation can be
benchmarked by looking at the types solar innovation leading enterprises emerging in the nation
against those emerging in other nations. Prior to the emergence of the dominant design, if there is
a type of solar innovation leading enterprise which is emerging elsewhere, but not in the nation of
interest, it should be considered a negative sign.
* Don't incentivize companies to make bad decisions for their value networks and manufacturing
facilities- Solar innovation leading enterprises should be encouraged to build its manufacturing
facilities closer to their markets, if it's convenient for them and makes them more competitive.
Some solar innovation leading enterprises build architectural forms which are inherently heavy and
bulky, it will be natural for them to decide to build some of their manufacturing capacity closer to
the market they are serving.
* Keep track of solar innovation leading enterprises- Track the emergence and maturity of solar
innovation leading enterprises and use the information to help guide investment and resource
allocation strategy.
* Strive to track the emergence of new architectural forms that have high scalability potential and
have a high potential to meet the electricity consumer's needs- Track the emergence of the new
architectural forms that lead to the formation of the solar innovation leading enterprise. The
evolution of these types of architectural forms from their earliest stages to their more mature
stages can be observed by looking at academic publications, by looking at patents, venture capital
investment, and engaging the research community and industry.
* Leverage private investment from venture capital and angel investors by supporting the creation
of new types of solar innovation leading enterprises- Private investors will invest the most on solar
innovation leading enterprises. Between 2005 and 2010, venture capital and angels invested over $7
billion in solar innovation leading enterprises compared to the $1 billon spent by the DOE in the
solar program. Support and allocate resources to encourage the creation of new types of solar
innovation leading enterprises.
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